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A daptation of prose works for theatre is a frequent 
occurrence in theatre stage productions, but poetry 
can also be dramatised. Aside from adapting nov-

els (for example, of Slobodan Selenić, Milorad Pavić, Al-
eksandar Tišma, etc.) or Greek tragedies, poems, myths, 
there are adaptations of epic folk poetry specific to Ser-
bia and the Balkans. Simović’s Hasanaginica or Banović 
Strahinja adapted by Borislav Mihailović-Mihiz based on 
the motifs of these two poems, are performed with great 
frequency. A great example of adapting poetry for stage 
is Jernej Lorenci’s Kingdom of Heaven. He and his team 
staged poems from the pre-Kosovo and Kosovo cycles at 
BITEF and the National theatre.

These are only some of the numerous examples 
where great works of literature – regardless of whether 
they were written as plays, for they can also be a part of 
the adaptation process – novels or folk poetry, were trans-
formed into a new version and a first-rate dramatic text.

One of many things to note is that working based 
on existing literature (mainly prose) falls into a separate 
category of dramatic works that are considered “origi-
nal” creations. Adaptations more narrowly defined, so to 
say, are closer to the original model, the text used as its 
basis. That is important, as such work seeks to preserve 
the spirit of the original and its distinguishing features.

It makes little sense to literally “preserve” the plot, 
make sure all characters and dialogue appear in the play, 
or to insist that a description of some parallel event in a 
novel must appear in the play, regardless of attempts to 
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“transpose” certain conditions or atmosphere character-
istic of dramatic texts. Paradoxically, this way of adap-
tation is common, which might be the reason why there 
are few successful dramatisations of great literary works. 

Generally speaking, a dramatisation puts emphasis 
on a place, conflict or dramatic event from the original 
work. This can be one in a series of events from the orig-
inal work, or it can be the one and only such event that 
the adaptation wishes to impart with a different meaning. 
Sometimes, the subject of dramatisation – it’s lynchpin 
– is a conflict that exists in a prior work, which serves as 
an opportunity to ask the questions the original author 
had asked, but from a contemporary standpoint. For ex-
ample, the fate of Antigone is often an opportunity to 
comment on our times from the stage, particularly on the 
position of women in modern societies, or to say some-
thing more on our current affairs based on classic liter-
ary examples. This is the essence and perhaps the main 
reason why dramatisations exist, reaching for motifs of 
a great work that contemporaries want to consider from 
their own “angle”. 

Dramatisation is a recent form of theatrical ex-
pression, and comes as a response – or perhaps a reac-
tion – to new demands made of the theatre after the ap-
pearance of other forms that developed under novel so-
cial circumstances. There is an opinion that modernity 
– consolidating after global shifts before and after the 
Great War, and especially after World War II – narrowed 
the creative landscape, or directed it in a more precise 
or focused manner. One can also hear that dramatisa-
tion came to be as a result of a search for new ideas and 
forms of dramatic expression. However, a cynic would 
probably comment that dramatisation is, in fact, the re-
sult of a lack of ideas and creativity, which characterise 
our modern age.

Whatever one may believe, dramatisation is here to 
stay, and it is generally accepted to be a distinct work of 
art and dramatic form based on or founded on a pre-ex-
isting literary work.

More modern attempts have demonstrated even 
more radical solutions, as dramatisation inches towards 
analysis, distancing itself or deconstructing the work it 
is based on. Lately, one can see an increase in forms that 
seem to recoil from dialogue and other elementary dra-
matic formal features, and venture so far from the origi-
nal work that it is sometimes difficult to understand why 
are they even called dramatisations. Such “differentia-
tion” can make it virtually impossible to register a seri-
ous link between what we were told was the basis and 
the final product.

There are also many examples of extreme radical-
isation of the original, so that a Greek tragedy or play is 
“read” as a comedy, sometimes even a vaudeville. This 
is not a matter of confusing interpretation of a work of 
art with its dramatisation, but rather a kind of “creative 
hysteria” – perhaps too strong a term – that has become 
something of a primary form of expression, the basis of 
expression.

Dramatisation as a form of artistic expression and 
a creative relationship with a dramatic text is very much 
present today – one might say it is frequently the dom-
inant form – a fact that requires special consideration.

We opted for three artistically affirmed dramati-
sations that in many ways define everything we’ve stat-
ed previously. They stress the importance of such artis-
tic declarations, as theatre audiences also deserve to see 
the “hidden” qualities of great literature. Without doubt, 
the prose of Branislav Nušić, Borisav Stanković and the 
Nobel Prize laureate Ivo Andrić is well known outside 
their native country. However, that is often not enough, 
as there exists a wider audience for those that appreci-
ate the values and qualities of certain authors, which is 
among theatregoers. We should also note that the subject 
matter of their prose is often not the centre of attention; 
it is even completely “circumvented” in newer plays, de-
spite the fact that their importance for our historical and 
social context is immeasurable.
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That is why the following plays, even while being 
but one possible combination, are a qualitatively strong 
and clear choice. Based on the motifs of Branislav Nušić’s 
novel “1915”, the play of the same name is also subtitled 
The Tragedy of a People in the dramatisation of Spasoje Ž. 
Milovanović. The dramatisation of Nebojša Bradić, titled 
The Devil’s Yard is devised as a dramatic reformulation of 
Ivo Andrić’s novel. The play And Every Time Exactly like 
the First found its inspiration in the female characters 
from the books of Bora Stanković – Tašana, Koštana and 
the Deceased’s Wife. All three dramatisations are found-
ed in literary works, have enormous staging potential, 

strong characterisation and a thematic frame that con-
cerns us today.

The very existence of these dramatic variations af-
firms the literary worth of the originals, while also con-
tributing to our contemporary theatrical repertory.

This special issue of the “Scene”, dedicated to the 
dramatisations of national literary works, has several 
intentions. Aside from reaffirming some of the success-
ful dramatisations of our national literature, it serves as 
a call for dialogue on the general problems and condi-
tions of our dramatic scene, with a desire to “test” itself 
against the works that imbue with life theatres outside 
our borders.
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0.0. FOREPLAY

0.1 DECLARING DANGER

KARAĐOZ: These few days, because of new conspiracies 
and unrests, a sharp circular note was sent across the 
country, warning authorities to keep a close watch on 
the numerous conspirators and agitators that med-
dle in state affairs without cause and dare besmirch 
the Sultan’s name!

 A piercing sound. Commotion. Officials take in loiterers 
and “suspicious persons”. Search. Confiscation of goods. 
Taking inventory. Police procedures.

1.0. SHADOW PLAY

1.1. NEW PRISONERS

 Karađoz and the watchman make records of the new ar-
rivals. In front of them are shadow-prisoners. Once in 
a while, Karađoz and the warden stop a prisoner, make 
comments and start interrogations. That is when a light 
shines on the chosen prisoner and he “tells the story of 
his case”.

WATCHMAN: It’s all here, Latif Aga. Dossiers, photographs, 
the whole documentation.

KARAĐOZ: Let’s see, Muzafer, who do we have here?

WATCHMAN: This is Petar, a friar from Bosnia. He is be-
lieved to be the one who brought the letter for the 
Austrian internuncio in Constantinople.

KARAĐOZ: And the contents of that letter?

WATCHMAN: Numbers, dates and names – on the state 
of the Church in Albania, a detailed and meticulous 
account on the persecution of priests and believers.

KARAĐOZ: Let’s lean in on the friar.

 Guards bring brother Petar.

WATCHMAN: Who are you?

BROTHER PETAR: Petar, a merchant from Bosnia.

WATCHMAN: We know everything. That you’re not a mer-
chant, and that your name might be Petar. I suppose 
you have no idea why you’re here?

BROTHER PETAR: My arrest has to be some kind of mis-
take. In times such as these, the authorities sometimes 
can’t distinguish between the innocent and the guilty.

WATCHMAN: It’s easier for us to release an innocent man 
from the Yard than hunt for the guilty in Constan-
tinople’s back alleys. We’ll get to the bottom of it and 
see if you are going to trial or not. If you’re not guilty, 
we’ll let you go. We’ll need you until then. For start-
ers, what is your real trade?

BROTHER PETAR: I am a watchmaker, and a gunsmith, 
and a mechanic…

WATCHMAN: And do you know of a letter?

BROTHER PETAR: What letter?

WATCHMAN: A report on the persecution of priests and 
the faithful in Albania. As far as we know, you are a 
friar, and there have been no other friars from those 
parts in Constantinople save for you. 

BROTHER PETAR: I am not the letter-bearer! I was arrest-
ed without cause or reason! It was just a mad set of 
circumstances.

KARAĐOZ: He’ll tell us everything during the inquest.

 Brother Petar leaves.

WATCHMAN: Zaim Aga. Esteemed Latif Aga, you already 
know this one like a bad penny. A stupid and sloppy 
forger. This is his third time before us.

KARAĐOZ: Next.

WATCHMAN: This here is Haim, a Jew from Smyrna.

BROTHER PETAR: Guilt?
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HAIM: First a man is robbed, then he is accused and im-
prisoned…

WATCHMAN: He talks too much, warden. I’ve no idea why 
they didn’t cut out his tongue in Smyrna.

KARAĐOZ: What else?

WATCHMAN: There’s old Kirkor, an Armenian. Embezzle-
ment in the governmental mint. 

KARAĐOZ: I know of this case. Kirkor is brought in. Lis-
ten to me well: the matter is important, the imperi-
al interest is involved, and it is to be resolved imme-
diately. You’re an Armenian, which means you’re 
cunning and insightful, and I’m worth at least three 
Armenians. So let’s the four of us find a way out of 
this tangled and very dangerous mess. The matter 
has reached the Sultan himself. High officials, inno-
cent men are going to lose their heads. The inquest’s 
threads lead to your family.

KIRKOR: Slander!

KARAĐOZ: Listen carefully. The few thieves that have been 
caught are broke. They cannot compensate for the 
damage done. You bought the stolen goods for pen-
nies. You can still save all your heads and buy them 
off. I know it’s not you, but someone from your family. 
Until what’s stolen has been recovered and returned 
to the Imperial treasury, you are the guilty one. But 
let’s do it, otherwise, I swear upon my faith and my 
word, I will rend the flesh from your body in torment 
and you’ll not have as much left as a boy of ten.

KIRKOR: We have nothing to do with it!

KARAĐOZ: The damage is certainly great, eighty thou-
sand ducats, if not more, and that’s about a quarter 
of your entire estate. As you always falsify informa-
tion on your belongings by at least four times, it’s 
really only a sixteenth. Listen to me, and return it. 
That way the matter can yet be settled.

KIRKOR: I’ll need a couple of days. I have to make ar-
rangements with my family.

KARAĐOZ: Make your agreements, pay and the matter 
will be settled… Imperial matters cannot wait. (Leaves 
Kirkor) Who else do we have?

WATCHMAN: This one is political.

KARAĐOZ: Political? I don’t like those.

WATCHMAN: Ćamil Effendi.

 Ćamil enters, carrying a book.

KARAĐOZ: From Smyrna?

WATCHMAN: Yes, illustrious Latif Aga.

KARAĐOZ: Many books, too many… The History of Cem-Sul-
tan. Do you know, Ćamil, who was Cem-sultan?

ĆAMIL: The younger brother and the opponent of sultan 
Bayezid the Second…

KARAĐOZ: And do you have any knowledge that our Sul-
tan, may Allah grant him heavenly station, has a 
younger brother? Today’s Sultan has a brother vy-
ing for the throne!

ĆAML: It’s scholarship, it’s books!

KARAĐOZ: So it’s books you’re against. We’ll it’s the Yard 
for you and we’ll debate this thoroughly.

2.0. THE DEVIL’S YARD

2.1. CONVERSATIONS

 Morning in the Yard. Conversations among the prison-
ers are already underway.

SOFTA: My God, but you’ve seen the world, Zaim Aga!

ZAIM: Yes, indeed; but what good has that done me, now 
that I’m down and out and everybody treating me like 
dirt and no one willing to give an honest man a liv-
ing? Yes I’ve been here and there all over the place 
and everywhere I was well off, everyone full of re-
spect for me. At Adapazari I made good and married. 
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A good and clever wife I had. I was greatly respected 
and my dyer’s business was the best in town.

PRISONER: How come you didn’t stay there?

ZAIM: Heh, how come! The devil led me to take another 
wife. And from that day on everything went wrong. 
She was satisfactory in the early days, that I will say. 
But what a temper! As they say, she could set two 
eyes wrangling in your head. The folk began to hate 
me. Seeing that I was losing my reputation and my 
customers, and that I’d lose my head too if I stayed 
there much longer, I sold out at a loss and on the qui-
et, and took to the road again.

SOFTA: Oh, what a shame!

ATHLETE: But why didn’t you chase that venomous snake 
away and ran instead?

ZAIM: Chased off, chased off! It’s not that easy. If you 
only knew what a woman she was. You couldn’t get 
rid of her. And still, you saw it was wrecking you.

ATHLETE: So what! I’d have chased her away even if 
she’d had the sun between her legs and the Moon 
on her belly.

ZAIM: I worked all over and my gilded hands made me 
beloved and appreciated everywhere. I reached Thes-
saloniki, and married there.

PRISONER: Again!

ZAIM: I know four trades and eleven marriages.

SOFTA: So, what happened then?

ZAIM: Some Jews conned me, her relatives. If I could 
only get back half of what I lost to them, I’d be a 
wealthy man…

PRISONER: When I was in Egypt…

ZAIM: I once had an Egyptian wife…

 Haim comes to brother Petar.

HAIM: I’m sorry. I don’t want to be a bother, but I can’t 
stand for this rudeness and disorder… so I sought a 
place among a better sort of people… I’m from Smyr-

na, a Hebrew… First, one is robbed, then accused 
and imprisoned! Please, what have we to do with this 
rabble? I say…

BROTHER PETAR: The first days in the Yard are the worst 
and most difficult. As always, with any evil.

HAIM: I’ve seen it all and know it all too well. Here we have 
all those that are arrested or detained every day. Either 
guilty or suspected thereof. Here there are offenders 
both great and small, from the boy who had lifted a 
bunch of grapes or a fig from a counter, to world-class 
swindlers and dangerous burglars… The innocent are 
here, and the falsely accused, the dim-witted and the 
lost, or people brought here by mistake from all over 
the Empire. Like me… (Listens, checks his surroundings, 
then returns to Brother Petar)… big grifters, burglars, 
pickpockets, purse-snatchers; big gamblers and the 
thieving poor. Drunkards, lecherous young men, and 
old men, and those that smoke opium. People with 
all kinds of warped impulses and habits, which they 
do not bother to conceal, the perverted, murderers 
with many bodies on their souls, and those that al-
ways flee and are returned here in irons.

ATHLETE: Move it, Karađoz is coming!

2.2 KARAĐOZ

 Karađoz inspects the Yard escorted by a couple of guards. 
A prison song commences.

CHORUS OF PRISONERS: “A worm labours underground, 
God in heaven builds, yet man suffers in the world; 
In vain we build a tower to heaven, in vain we seek 
to dethrone God, descending to the heart of ground, 
in vain we crush the worm below, for God and worm 
await us all.”

KARAĐOZ: The former warden, a tough and experienced 
old man, had employed a rigid, classic method of rule. 
For him the main thing had been that the world of 
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vice and lawlessness should be as clearly defined as 
possible and that it should be differentiated as effec-
tively as possible from the world of law and order. The 
individual and his particular offense did not much 
interest him. Over the course of many years, he had 
come to view the Yard as a sort of isolation hospi-
tal, and its inmates as dangerously contagious cases 
to be quarantined from the world of the healthy and 
the respectable by penalties and threats and by phys-
ical and moral segregation. Apart from this, he left 
them to their own devices. He did not let them stray 
beyond their own circle but he also did not interfere 
with them without cause, since no good could come of 
such interference. My way is different. I know every 
prisoner, I know their past and their present offence. 
I know every breath the Yard takes. And even when 
I do not know a specific individual, I still recognize 
the vagabond or criminal spirit in him, and at any in-
stant I can stand before him and begin or continue 
a conversation about his or anybody else’s guilt. (He 
begins his display.) You, boy, you are a student, right?

THE “INNOCENT”: Yes, illustrious Aga.

KARAĐOZ: Did you know that my actual name is Latif?

THE “INNOCENT”: Yes, illustrious Latif Aga.

KARAĐOZ: Yes, yes… Tell me, what does Latif mean?

THE “INNOCENT”: Latif… it means gentle, loving… beau-
tiful, pleasant… good.

KARAĐOZ: Well, well, the things we know of today. The sec-
ond question won’t be as easy – you’re innocent too?

THE “INNOCENT”: Innocent, illustrious Aga.

KARAĐOZ: Let no man say to me that he is innocent. An-
ything but that. Here there are no innocents. Not a 
soul is here by accident. Once a man has crossed into 
the Yard he’s guilty. He’s done some wrong, even if 
only in his sleep. If it’s not that, then his mother had 
a wicked thought on her mind when she carried him 
in her womb. Of course, everyone professes their in-
nocence, but, in all the years I’ve been here, I’ve yet 

to find a man brought here without cause or without 
some offense. Whoever comes here is guilty or has 
rubbed shoulders with someone who is. Ptah! I’ve let 
enough men go free, by order or on my own; but every 
one of them was guilty. We’ve no innocents here. Yet 
there are thousands of guilty ones who are not here 
and who shall never arrive. If every culprit were to 
come here, this Yard would stretch from sea to sea. 
I know people; they’re all guilty, only it is not fated 
that all of them shall eat their bread here.

 Everybody, enraptured, and in fear of Karađoz, follow 
and interpret his every step and glance.

2.3. A DOG AND A DOG’S SON

 After Karađoz’s departure, the prisoners begin to hop, 
stomp and trip over each other. A mindless rabble. The 
“Innocent” stands still.

SOFTA: Karađoz, Karađoz, I wish your daughter was…

ATHLETE: That swine…

HAIM: Bloodsucker and leech!

PRISONER: A dog and a dog’s son!

ZAIM: I wish I could show his daughter…

HAIM: (impersonating Karađoz) What’s that you said? 
You’re not guilty? Eh, but why tell me this now, my 
poor fellow? If only you’d said you’re guilty, I might 
have let you go: there are plenty of guilty men here. 
They’re all guilty. However, this place just so happens 
to be in need of an innocent man. So I can’t let you 
go. Now sit down and shut up!

KIRKOR: He’s all right, Karađoz.

PRISONER: A poor choice for a right man.

KIRKOR: No, no. These days, he’s the right man in the 
right place. If you want to know what a state and its 
government are like and what future they have, try to 
find out how many honest, innocent men are jailed and 
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how many villains and criminals are walking around 
free. That’ll tell you everything you need to know.

HAIM: Just how much longer will you linger here like a 
bad odour? Like we need more stench. Get bent, you 
hear? Get your crap and get out of my sight, or I’ll 
have you beaten like a whelp.

 The prisoners laugh. The “Innocent” begins to sing the 
prison anthem, the rest slowly join in.

3.0 NIGHT IN THE YARD

3.1 AN INTELLECTUAL

 Karađoz and the Watchman.

KARAĐOZ: Ćamil Effendi, Tahir Pasha’s son, a wealthy 
man. Brought here over politics. Ptah, ptah…

WATCHMAN: Esteemed Effendi, many respectable people 
asked for the young man. They say he has no vice, that 
his life can serve as an example for all true Muslims, 
that he fell miserably in love, which caused him grief 
and melancholy and turned him to books. Though he 
might have become too earnest his studies, that is 
more of an affliction than a true act of wickedness, 
and is more deserving of consideration and pity than 
persecution and punishment. 

KARAĐOZ: The law is the law. He goes through the dossier. 
First, let’s see what we have. He’s twenty-four, and 
lives with books. He associates with scholars, regard-
less of their faith or origins, and he claims for himself 
to be Cem-sultan. This is how he conducts himself in 
all things. His former friends have long since taken 
to calling him – out of pity or derision – Cem-sultan 
in their conversations. 

WATCHMAN: Ćamil Effendi is studying history, and his-
tory can cause no harm.

KARAĐOZ: That – that is no history. Do you know that in 
the last few days, because of new conspiracies and 
unrests in the European reaches of Turkey, a sharp 
circular note was sent across the country, warning 
authorities to keep a close watch on the numerous 
conspirators and agitators that meddle in state af-
fairs without cause and dare besmirch the Sultan’s 
name. This is clearly Ćamil’s case! Cem-sultan! Plots 
for the throne! The law has spoken and once the law 
has said its piece, it no longer stops but goes forth and 
grows and changes along the way. I was not the cause 
of those words, but him. He must answer for them.

WATCHMAN: But, one can often be accused of something 
that’s not true! The whole matter is clearly a misun-
derstanding. All this could have been made clear back 
in Smyrna! We have no business here!

KARAĐOZ: If he was duped and slandered, let him wash 
his face and it will become clean. Each of us must be 
wary of what we say and do. If he is clean, he need 
not fear. I know only of law and order. And should 
any man stick his head beyond them, I’ll cut it off, 
as sure as I’m the Sultan’s officer, even if it were my 
only son’s. I won’t allow a hair out of place, let alone 
the dubious learning of this young Effendi. (Leaving.) 
And don’t lose sight, I know all watchmen and their 
good and bad qualities, public and private. Be wary.

3.2 THE FIRST NIGHT

 The prisoners are in their cells. There are quiet voices, 
squeaking noises and tapping.

THE “INNOCENT”: “There is no sin, nor pardon!
I drank the light of the universe,
Its darkness now is crushing me.
The cosmos! – red hot voice of my flesh,
My blood, that whips and churns and courses.
My blood that sounds its prayer… Unknown!
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You hand is upon me, my blood beseeches, circling;
In the shadowed cell, yet circling!

In this hopeless life. Yet circling!

In my pain and in my shame… yet circling! 
In my cries from day to day, yet circling!

BROTHER PETAR: Say, young man, what burdens you?

THE “INNOCENT”: I hale from Constantinople, but it seems 
that I’m a hundred nights away, and this distance tor-
ments me as if it were real. I forget what was and care 
less and less of what will be – my future and my past 
come together into one present, this Devil’s yard. I can 
feel it dragging me to some dark abyss like a vortex.

BROTHER PETAR: Can anyone help you?

THE “INNOCENT”: No.

BROTHER PETAR: Have you no cousins, friends?

THE “INNOCENT”: My cousins protested to their influential 
friends, but no one can do anything against Karađoz! 
That damned Karađoz! It’s like the devil himself re-
sides in his insides, more than one. Damn him!

BROTHER PETAR: Calm yourself, young man!

THE “INNOCENT”: And we’re damned with him!

 The “Innocent” begins to strike the bars.

ATHLETE: I’ll calm him, all right!

 The Athlete grabs the “Innocent”. Prisoners begin to ap-
plaud and shout.

PRISONER: Atta boy!

ZAIM: He’ll burst like a watermelon.

 The Watchman enters.

WATCHMAN: Silence! This is an inquest prison, buddy! 
How long you stay depends on your behaviour.

THE “INNOCENT”: Why don’t you just convict me, so I can 
at least know where I stand.

WATCHMAN: Everybody in here is waiting for a resolu-
tion. And you never mention your own guilt. Watch 
it, or we’ll invent something and pin it on you! And 
you! You almost killed him!

ATHLETE: And why not?

 The watchman strikes the Athlete.

WATCHMAN: There’s time to be served for that too!

ATHLETE: So what! I’ll kill him as soon as I get out and 
do the time in peace.

3.3 AN UNCOMMON TURK

 The Watchman leaves. Everything is quiet. Brother Pe-
tar paces around, perturbed. He comes to a young man 
reading a book.

BROTHER PETAR: Come va?

ĆAMIL: Servitore.

BROTHER PETAR: Mi chiamo Pietro.

ĆAMIL: Mi chiamo Ćamil. Sono Turco, se permettete. Di 
Smirna.

BROTHER PETAR: Ćamil – non è nome Arabo?

ĆAMIL: Sì, arabo.

BROTHER PETAR: E cosa significa Ćamil? 

ĆAMIL: Significa – ideale, esemplare. Insomma perfet-
to! Si perfetto!

 Haim comes to them and listens in on their conversation. 
When Brother Petar notices him, Haim runs away.

BROTHER PETAR: A lovely book you have there.

ĆAMIL: Indeed.

BROTHER PETAR: To think I began to speak in a foreign 
language. Whenever I see an Italian manuscript, I 
just slip into Italian. 

ĆAMIL: Yes, yes.
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BROTHER PETAR: Ćamil Effendi! Come with me. You have 
been designated a different room. You’re transferring 
to a better place.

 Ćamil looks at Brother Petar, handing him the book. He 
leaves. 

THE “INNOCENT”: You’re all fleeting, you believe you have 
it easy. You were brought here because you’ve some 
guilt or are suspected of wrongdoing. There is much 
guilt here, and doubt casts a wide and deep shadow. 
And let me tell you this – the prison itself is not dif-
ficult, but the prisoners. 

4.0 ĆAMIL’S STORY

4.1 HAIM

 The Yard. A group of prisoners engage in their daily ac-
tivities. Brother Petar is sitting, Haim comes to him and 
sits beside him.

HAIM: Everybody is spying on everybody here. A good 
man must be watchful.

BROTHER PETAR: Put this out of your mind, Haim, and 
tell no one…

HAIM: You know I only say this to you.

BROTHER PETAR: Speak to no one, myself included. One 
does not speak of such things.

HAIM: Beware of spies. Any one of them might be a spy. 
You, my esteemed friend, are a good man, and you 
believe that every man is good. 

BROTHER PETAR: If you have positive thoughts, you might 
have positive results, my dear Haim.

HAIM: Hm, positive! Positive? I saw yesterday that he 
took refuge with you, with decent people. But now 
they’ve given him a room there by the gate, where 
the guards and the clerks sleep and where the bet-

ter sort of prisoners get private cells. Now I ask you, 
isn’t it dreadful? For that sort of man, this… this…

BROTHER PETAR: You know this… Ćamil Effendi?

HAIM: Know? Why yes! You’ll forgive me, I don’t know 
you; we just came across each other, that’s all... I 
don’t know you, but I can see you’re a man of hon-
or and prin ciple and for me that’s... No, you I don’t 
know, but him, yes. Very well by sight. Everyone in 
Smyrna knows him. Everything gets to be known in 
Smyrna. Be watchful. Karađoz would rather wrestle 
with a hundred smalltime crooks and villains than 
one political prisoner. 

BROTHER PETAR: And of which party is Ćamil Effendi?

 Ham whispers to Brother Petar.

BROTHER PETAR: Which one? The tall blonde one? My 
man, can’t you see he’s half-dead with fear and in-
capable of doing anything? Innocent as a lamb, he 
is, and here you are fretting and casting suspicions 
on people without cause.

HAIM: Well, perhaps not that one… let’s say I’m wrong, 
but if it’s not him, then it’s another one none of us 
suspect… That one, that one who’s standing and look-
ing around pretending that nothing interests him?

BROTHER PETAR: By Jove, dear Haim, would you cease 
this nonsense?

 Brother Petar rises to seek peace and quiet in some other 
spot. Haim comes to him as soon as he settles down.

HAIM: Eh? If you only knew of the town of Smyrna, which 
blackened and imprisoned such respectable and virtu-
ous men as Ćamil Effendi. Eh? Ah! Ćamil is a man of 
“mixed blood”, a Turkish father and a Greek mother. 
His mother suffered from a severe, incurable case of 
melancholy and died young. Eh? Ah! Then the young 
Ćamil fell in love with a young Greek girl, and he was 
separated from her, because of her religion. 
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BROTHER PETAR: Calm down, Haim. It’s always been so. 
Here you pay with you soul for a fleeting moment 
of happiness.

HAIM: Eh? But there’s more. The strange fate of his fam-
ily and his curious life inflamed the passions of the 
town. Much was said of the young man that was ab-
sent from the lives of his former friends, in his ab-
sence, and because of it. Then strange rumours be-
gan circulating in Smyrna, vague whisperings that 
the books had gone to the head of Tahir Pasha’s son, 
that all was not well with him and that things were 
not as they should be. It was said that, in studying 
the history of the Turkish Empire, he had over-stud-
ied and imagined himself possessed by the spirit of 
a certain unfortunate prince; that he had come to 
believe himself an ill-fated Sultan. Eh? Ah! Wherev-
er the Sultan’s name is invoked, it never stays in the 
place where it was first mentioned. Always there is 
a messenger bird to tell the Sultan or his Court that 
his name was uttered. So was Ćamil sent to Istanbul 
under discreet, but solid escort to explain to Latif Ef-
fendi in his prison everything he had read, written, 
and proclaimed to the world. Eh? Ah! What people 
in this world! What’s my life compared to theirs and 
their entangled fates. To think of the injustice done 
to me by the people of Smyrna, my dear friend…

4.2 WOMEN

 A group of prisoners argues over women.

SOFTA: Armenians, Armenians, now those are women!

ATHLETE: Armenians? What Armenians? You speak of 
Armenian women to me? You? You’re not even of age.

SOFTA: I’m thirty one.

ATHLETE: It’s not a matter of age, you are juvenile and 
you’ll remain juvenile even when you turn fifty. Do 
you understand? You’re under age, and an idiot, an 

anaemic and melancholic, and everything else that’s 
under-developed. 

SOFTA: And you’re everything that’s above the norm?

ATHLETE: I’m everything that’s – too good, if you must 
know, and that’s why I’m no good. I might be no 
good, but you, you…

PRISONER: Leave him be, he has no clue, finish what 
you started.

ATHLETE: I haven’t seen a bigger or firmer woman before 
nor since. A galleon. She lugs around her breasts like 
two pillows. Behind her, two sides grinding togeth-
er! Everyone just reaching out, grabbing whatever 
one can grab hold of. She fights it off, but who can 
fend off sailors. 

PRISONER: Tell us about that Georgian woman that did 
wonders in Constantinople that died young.

ATHLETE: Oh that one had her grandmother’s beauty, 
and figure, and eyes.

SOFTA: Yes, Georgian women are known to have beau-
tiful eyes.

ATHLETE: Known? What’s known? What does a nincom-
poop like you know of such things?

PRISONER: Just you tell the story and don’t mind the rest.

ATHLETE: When someone just blathers that “she had 
marvellous eyes”, I go blind with rage. Eyes, indeed, 
curse your own! When you looked at those two eyes 
of hers, you didn’t so much as think of the two mar-
bles we all carry in our heads, which help us to find 
the door and not to miss our mouth with the spoon. 
What were they? There’s no comparing them, those 
two miracles of Heaven. So it has happened but once 
on this earth, once and never again. It’s for the bet-
ter. Less trouble and grief. Such eyes shouldn’t die 
like others; or rather, they should never have been 
born into this world.

SOFTA: And Armenian women?
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ATHLETE: An Armenian woman is… like a forest fire: 
she takes a long time to catch but once she burns 
in earnest, nobody can put out that flame. They’re 
not women, but more like a prison sentence, a tick 
that sticks to a man and enslaves him. They are, to 
a woman, hairy up to the eyes and they reek of gar-
lic… And Circassians?

SOFTA: Now those are women!

ATHLETE: Again with you? Friend, they’re not women, 
but a summer’s day. A summer’s day when you don’t 
know which is lovelier, the earth or the sky above it. 
But one must be well prepared for such a task. Yet, 
nothing really helps and even the greatest of mas-
ters fall short. A bird is yours once you’ve caught it, 
yet no man can possess them; they run through your 
fingers like water; and after you’ve had one, it’s as 
if you’d had nothing. They’ve no memory, nor rea-
son, nor heart nor mercy. A man cannot grasp them.

THE “INNOCENT”: Oh, women, women! Snuff out the can-
dles and they’re all the same.

ATHLETE: Hold him, I’ll snuff his candle!

 They grab “The Innocent”.

THE “INNOCENT”: Please, don’t, I was just joking. A man 
can make a joke. I won’t do it again, never again.

 They rape the “Innocent”. The Watchman enters.

WATCHMAN: That’s enough of that! Let him go. Always 
the same thing. That’s the way it always ends, fan-
tasising of a perfect woman in the Yard. Clear out!

 The Watchman leaves. The prisoners abandon the “In-
nocent”. 

ATHLETE (to the “Innocent”): Bring us something to drink. 
We need to mark this occasion!

THE “INNOCENT”: Leave me alone!

 They leave. The “Innocent” is left lying. 

4.3. SPY

 Ćamil approaches Petar.
ĆAMIL: Have you ever come across the name of Cem-sul-

tan, the brother of Sultan Bayezid II?
BROTHER PETAR: No, I’ve not.
ĆAMIL: No?... No?
BROTHER PETAR: I have not.
 Karađoz appears. Ćamil leaves and is quietly followed 

by Petar. Karađoz approaches the “Innocent” and wipes 
his blood with his handkerchief.

KARAĐOZ: Bah, bah, baaaah! Stay away from bad crowds! 
You’re headed for exile at this point. You do under-
stand, don’t you?

THE “INNOCENT”: I’m not guilty, I was grabbed from a 
crowd.

KARAĐOZ: Maybe I could release you. Bah, ptaah… Be-
fore I do, you must do something for me. Will you?

THE “INNOCENT”: If I can, illustrious Effendi.
KARAĐOZ: Did you have an opportunity to speak with the 

old Armenian… Kirkor is his name. 
THE “INNOCENT”: I haven’t seen him. He’s holed up some-

where.
KARAĐOZ: You’ll watch that Ćamil friend of yours, the 

political one.
THE “INNOCENT”: He’s from Smyrna. And he’s wealthy. I 

have no such friends.
KARAĐOZ: My little fellow, if I say he’s your friend, then 

he is your friend. Are we clear? Can you write?
THE “INNOCENT”: Yes, honoured Effendi.
KARAĐOZ: You’ll be writing papers for me. In capital let-

ters. I can’t read cursive very well. 
THE “INNOCENT”: I won’t be able to.
KARAĐOZ: Bah, baah, I let a lot of them go free on my 

own orders, you might be one of those.
 He gives a knife to the “Innocent”. The “Innocent” leaves 

the stage. Haim eavesdrops.
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5.0 HISTORY

5.1 Cem-sultan

 The prisoners are having dinner.

BROTHER PETAR: Forgive me, Ćamil Effendi, but you 
should eat. Believe me, a man in trouble must eat 
more than usual and be stronger and brighter then 
when everything is in order.

ĆAMIL: Yes, yes…

BROTHER PETAR: You don’t want to talk…

ĆAMIL: Every closed gate seems to me like a silent dan-
ger... Gates are closed only in graveyards, the shops 
of wrecked merchants, homes with disease or some 
other strife, or dungeons… I can no longer get out…

BROTHER PETAR: I was going through your book on 
Cem-sultan…

ĆAMIL: Since time began, there were, and are born and 
reborn – two rival brothers. One of them – older, 
wiser, stronger, in touch with the practical world 
and better aware of what motivates people, a man 
who succeeds in everything, who always knows what 
should and should not be done, what can and cannot 
be expected of others and of himself. The other is his 
opposite, a man of short span, ill fortune, and falter-
ing from the very first step, a man whose aspirations 
reach beyond what is expedient or even possible. The 
two brothers of this tale faced one another when Sul-
tan Mehmet the Second, called “The Conqueror,” 
died suddenly in 1481: Bayezid, the elder of the two, 
was then thirty-four years of age; the younger, Cem, 
had just reached his twenty-fourth year. Bayezid was 
tall and dark, slightly sloped; Cem was large, blonde 
and strong, a restless and impetuous nature. At his 
court, Cem had gathered a circle of scholars, poets 
and musicians, and he himself composed good verse. 

An “intemperate” soul that imposed no limits on his 
thoughts and pleasures, his days seemed to him too 
short and he stretched them with hours meant for 
night and sleep. He knew Greek and could read Ital-
ian. In the race for the vacant throne, Bayezid was 
quicker and cleverer. He was the first to come to Is-
tanbul and assume power. Cem based his claim on the 
throne on the fact that he was born when Mehmet 
the Second was already Sultan, and his mother had 
been a Serbian princess. Both were goaded by pow-
erful pashas, led by earnest loyalty or selfish aims. 
Cem led his army against his brother.

 The prisoners became relaxed and calm.

ĆAMIL: Then, the battles came. Cem was defeated, bare-
ly escaping with his life. He fled to Egypt where he 
was handsomely received by the Egyptian Sultan, 
who agreed to aid Cem – and he was once again de-
feated. He then decided to flee to the island of Rho-
des and ask refuge from the local Christian gentry. 
He was received with imperial honours and escort-
ed to France. Once there, and contrary to promises 
that were made, he was not set free, but was impris-
oned in fortified cities controlled by the Order of the 
Knights of Jerusalem. A vortex of intrigue and con-
spiracy formed round the Sultan’s brother. All the 
European powers of that time took part, including the 
Pope and, of course, Sultan Bayezid as well. Bayezid 
paid huge sums for his brother’s keep, actually en-
suring his brother will never be delivered. The Sul-
tan of Egypt also gave vast sums of money. The Pope 
offered cardinal ranks. These intrigues over the Sul-
tan’s brother lasted eight years. In a regal audience, 
the Pope surrendered Cem and his then almost in-
significant retinue to the King of France. When the 
Pope notified Cem of his decision, he declared that he 
was a slave, and that it made little difference to him 
who his master was, the Pope or the King of France.

 Ćamil rises slowly. The prisoners gather around him.
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ĆAMIL: Standing tall, in resplendent dress, on the deck 
of a ship docking to Civitavecchia, observing the pro-
tocol of Papal armies and high-ranking members of 
clergy, Cem’s mind was clear, his thoughts vivid, as 
men’s thoughts are in those moments when separat-
ed from one home and travelling to another. He pon-
dered his misfortune coolly, clearly and without pre-
tence, as one can do only when – hidden and unseen 
– overhearing it spoken of by someone else. There, 
again he was greeted by foreign men serving as the 
living walls of his dungeon. What was to be expect-
ed of them? Pity, perhaps? The one thing he did not 
need and never required. 

 Ćamil addresses the prisoners.

ĆAMIL: There are two worlds, between which there isn’t 
and cannot be any real contact or possibility of un-
derstanding, two terrible worlds condemned to eternal 
warfare in a thousand forms. Between them stands 
a man who, in his own way, is at war with both war-
ring worlds. Out of what the earth is constituted and 
contains I had meant to forge an instrument to con-
quer and control the world; and now that world has 
made me its instrument. Truly, what is Cem Cemshid? 
A slave, to put it kindly. A slave, a poor slave, led in 
chains from market to market, ever hopeful to meet 
the mercy of a kind master, find ransom, or escape. 
But Cem may not await mercy, nor could he accept it 
were it offered. All the known world holds no refuge 
for him. For he can only be one thing – a Sultan. A 
Sultan and nothing less, for that would mean the same 
as not being, and nothing more, since there can be 
nothing greater. A slavery not even death would end.

 The ship gave a muffled sound as its buffers scraped 
against a rocky coast. The silence was such that it 
passed sounds along the coast where everyone, from 
cardinal to groom, were watching the stately man 
with the turban encrusted in white gold on his head. 
Without movement, they watched how he stood apart, 
three or four paces in front of his retinue like a stat-

ue. There was not one among them who did not see 
in him a Sultan and who did not sense that Cem could 
be nothing else, even though it brought him to ruin.

 Ćamil leaves as the Watchman appears.

WATCHMAN: Have you seen Ćamil Effendi? The warden 
wants him.

 The prisoners ignore him, in a trance.

6.0 THE TRIAL

6.1 IMPERIAL INTERESTS
 Karađoz interviews Kirkor.

KARAĐOZ: Pay, you miserable cur! Pay and save your 
hide, or else you’ll die in torment. Pay!

KIRKOR: It takes time to collect all that money, the young-
er family members are reluctant…

KARAĐOZ: The Imperial interest waits for no one. Neither 
does your family. I heard that you’re in trouble. If my 
information is correct, there’s mention of a plague. 
That is the worst affliction for the head of a family 
– the possibility of his entire family being ruined. 

KIRKOR: Ruined?

KARAĐOZ: For the time being, it’s only a suspicion – two 
cases of infection. Should it become known that your 
house was stricken by the plague, your entire family – 
from the youngest to the eldest – will be locked up in 
a hospital for those plagued. Once there, at least half 
can contract the disease and die. During that time, 
people from outside the family or members of staff 
will invade your abandoned homes and shops and 
steal whatever they can see and whatever is hidden. 
Then – everything else that happens to the plagued 
and their property. And here you are, dozing off!

KIRKOR: No, no!
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KARAĐOZ: Everything must be settled right here and 
right now.

KIRKOR: I agree, I’ll pay.

KARAĐOZ (rises and rubs his hands): The watchman will 
see to the details of the payment. 

6.2 THE INQUEST

 Ćamil is taken to the interview room. Karađoz lights a 
candle.

KARAĐOZ: Good evening. As you know, Ćamil Effendi, the 
first interview was formal, as were your responses. 
The matter, of course, cannot end at that. You must, 
Ćamil Effendi, tell us for whom you have been gath-
ering information on Cem-sultan, and detailed the 
ways on how to plan insurrections against the legit-
imate Sultan and Caliph, and how to find resources 
and ways of assuming the throne with the aid of for-
eign enemies.

ĆAMIL: For whom?

KARAĐOZ: Yes, for whom?

ĆAMIL: For myself, no one else. I studied what is known 
in our histories. I travelled abroad, to Rhodes, Egypt…

KARAĐOZ: Listen, you are an intelligent and educated 
man. You must realise that you have entangled your-
self in an awkward affair – or you were involved by 
someone else. You know that even today, as then, a 
Sultan and Caliph sits on the throne (may God grant 
him long life and success!) and that a subject such 
as this makes for untoward thinking, let alone study, 
writing and conversation. You know that no word, 
even when spoken in the deepest wood, remains un-
heard, certainly not when it is written or related to 
others as you have done all over Smyrna. So explain 
the matter to us and tell us everything. It will be eas-
ier for us and better for you.

ĆAMIL: Nothing you are saying has anything to do with 
me or my thoughts.

KARAĐOZ: Now wait! There must be a connection. 
Everything is connected to everything else. You are 
a learned man, but we are not ignorant. One doesn’t 
undertake such endeavors on accident or without aim. 

ĆAMIL: Aim? What aim?

KARAĐOZ: That is precisely what we wish to hear from 
you. If you please. 

WATCHMAN: Speak!

KARAĐOZ: Tell us, it will be better and simpler for you.

WATCHMAN: Tell us everything from the beginning. 

KARAĐOZ: So, what was the objective and at whose behest?

WATCHMAN: Come now, speak! Who is Cem-sultan?

ĆAMIL: I am he!... I am the same as Cem-sultan, a man 
who, miserable as no one before him, came unto a 
dead end, with no escape, that could not and would 
not be what he was. I am he!

WATCHMAN: Who is with you? Who else is part of the 
conspiracy?

ĆAMIL: I am the same as the man who could not deny 
himself and his right…

WATCHMAN: To the throne?

ĆAMIL: To everything!

WATCHMAN: Who was with you? Who is with you? Who 
are the conspirators?

 The warden places his hand on Ćamil’s shoulder. Em-
bittered, Ćamil pushes it away. The Watchman jumps on 
him. A fight ensues. Karađoz blows the candle out.
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7.0 TIMARKHAN

7.1 ĆAMIL’S FATE

 The Yard. Brother Petar is alone, smoking. As if sneak-
ing, Ham comes to him.

HAIM: You’re early. 

BROTHER PETAR: I can’t wat to leave the stench and en-
joy the air before they all leave their cells.

HAIM: “Long have I counted the deaf hours from the fro-
zen tower. When sleep came, my father’s villainous 
spirit appeared, leaving his molten grave that I nev-
er laid eyes on. He was as goodly as all that have re-
gretted and repented. He laid his heavy hand on my 
shoulder and said: “… Life, my son, is a sorry busi-
ness, your blessed world a worm-laden chessboard 
with white and black squares. One who is born in the 
white – he lives a long life and believes the earth is 
good. He that is born in the black, aah! – just where 
our blood has fallen – the poor wretch has no idea 
what life is. He knows only of sinful joys and black 
fear and miserable unrest, no healing, all starting, 
stumbling, falling and wading, devoured by the muck 
of the earth and drunk by a vague mention of a holy 
bosom of God. His life failed seven-fold, and he is a 
burden to his own and the entire world. – But mad is 
the world that crafted the cage for such, and villain-
ous is the world that imprisons them.”

 Haim lies next to Brother Petar.

HAIM: You know I trust only you. Have they interviewed 
you?

BROTHER PETAR: No, what’s going on?

HAIM: It’s bad! Very bad! Last night, Ćamil Effendi was 
brought out the door of the Yard after his interview.

BROTHER PETAR: Alive or dead? Where did they take him?

HAIM: If he’s alive…

BROTHER PETAR: What do you mean if he’s alive?

HAIM: You don’t know!

BROTHER PETAR: What, for God’s sake?

HAIM: Ćamil Effendi confessed everything. Even about 
the throne. That as Cem-sultan, he’s entitled to the 
throne and everything.

BROTHER PETAR: What did they do?

HAIM: If he’s alive, he was probably taken to Timarkhan, 
where the mentally ill are imprisoned. There, among 
lunatics, his fantasies of being heir to the throne would 
be like any other madman’s notions, harmless fan-
cies of a sick man of which no one takes any notice. 
However, if the struggle had been desperate enough, 
if the young man, resisted his two assailants in ear-
nest, then the officials might have gone still further, 
since blows are by no means rationed here and eas-
ily exceed what is strictly necessary. In that event, 
the unfortunate son of Tahir Pasha would already 
be in his grave, and a grave of the sort whose stone 
bears no inscription, and tells nothing and certainly 
nothing about emperors and their disputes and bat-
tles with rivals.

 Karađoz enters, Haim runs away.

7.2. THE “INNOCENT”

 The “Innocent” enters with a knife. He comes to Karađoz.

KARAĐOZ: Did you mention to those that took you in that 
you’re innocent?

THE “INNOCENT”: Of course, indeed I did.

KARAĐOZ: That was completely wrong. Baah, bah, bah! 
That’s bad. Just now, they are capturing innocents 
and letting go the guilty. That’s the new order. And 
since you declared your innocence to the authorities, 
you will have to stay here.

THE “INNOCENT”: But, illustrious Effendi…
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KARAĐOZ: Nothing I can do about it…

 The “Innocent” leaves. Karađoz sits next to Brother Petar.

KARAĐOZ: Is that mad wind going come today?

BROTHER PETAR: The clouds are there and it’s blowing 
from the south. The stench from the pier is upon us.

KARAĐOZ: And the stench of the Yard… Now the Yard is 
going to boil over… What of you? What’s new?

BROTHER PETAR: Nothing.

KARAĐOZ: Heh, heh, heh. Sure there is… you just won’t 
tell me.

BROTHER PETAR: What’s there to say. I can see my im-
prisonment dragging on and on. So long as I was pre-
occupied with poor Ćamil and his troubles, I could 
forget my own. Now... I tell myself to be patient, but 
patience is growing thin. Long nights, days longer 
still, and burdensome thoughts. The worst is know-
ing that I’m innocent and still not being questioned, 
and no messages coming from outside. Sometimes, 
when I think of it, the blood rushes to my head till I 
can’t see, and I want to shout at the top of my voice. 
There’s much that comes before me, but no end is in 
sight, I’m dying from idleness and boredom. If on-
ly there was any work for me to do, mend a coffee 
mill or a clock. Anything. After all, that is my trade.

KARAĐOZ: On occasion one of the prisoners obtains a 
chisel or file to help him escape, but we’ve still to 
provide them with such tools. You haven’t thought 
this through. Sit here and never mention it again!

 Karađoz turns and leaves.

7.3. THE CRAZY WIND

 Haim comes to Brother Petar.

HAIM: You’re the only trustworthy man in this place.

BROTHER PETAR: What now, Haim, my salve?

HAIM: Listen. I don’t know whether you’ve thought of it, 
but lately I’ve come to see that there is not one sane 
man in this place, every soul here has been driven 
out of its wits. Believe me. They’re all sick and cra-
zy; guards, prisoners and spies – nearly all of them 
spies – not to mention he biggest lunatic of them all, 
Karađoz. In any other country on earth, he’d have 
been in an asylum long ago. In short, they’re all mad 
except you and me. All of them, on my honour!

 The prisoners enter and begin their prayers.

HAIM: Sh’ma Yisrael Adonai eloheinu Adonai eḥad…
barukh shem kevod malkhuto le’olam va’ed,
ve’ahavta et Adonai eloheykha bekhol-levavkha u’vek-
hol 
nafshekha u’vekhol me’odekha…

BROTHER PETAR: Domine, Deus slutis meae,
In die clamavi et nocte coram te.
Elongasti a me amicum et proximum.
Et notos meos a miseria.
ZAIM: Bi-smi llāhi r-raḥmāni r-raḥīm!
Allah il Allah!
Allāhu Akbar!

PRISONER: Отче наш иже јеси на небесјех,
Да свјатисја имје твоје,
да приидет царствије твоје,
да будет воља твоја на земљи јакоже на небу;
хљеб наш насуштниј дажд нам днес,
и остави нам долги нашја
јакоже и ми остављајем должником нашим...

 The “Innocent” begins attacking other prisoners during 
prayer.

THE “INNOCENT”: Twenty centuries have passed since 
he made a pledge to return and found his kingdom. 
Twenty centuries have passed since his prophet had 
written that he shall come soon, and that the exact 
hour is unknown even to him, only to the Heavenly 
father. And humanity awaits, with unflinching faith 
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and grace from times past. Believe the voice of your 
heart, there are no signs from above. 

 The prayers intensify. The gathered rise and bow down to 
the ground one by one. The “pilgrims” line up and leave.

8.0. SHADOW PLAY II

8.1. LIBERATION

 Karađoz jumps and grabs the “Innocent”.

KARAĐOZ: Just how much longer will you linger here like 
a bad odour? Like we need more stench. Get bent, you 
hear? Grab your crap and get out of my sight, or I’ll 
have you beaten like a whelp.

THE “INNOCENT”: I’m guilty, illustrious Effendi, I’m guilty…

KARAĐOZ: You can’t be guilty when you feel like it, but 
when you’re told… There’s Istanbul, go there and ex-
plain your guilt if you want.

THE “INNOCENT”: Whoever comes here is guilty. Once a 
man has crossed into the Yard, he’s guilty. There are 
no innocents here!

 The “Innocent” commits suicide.

8.2. HOPE

 Cem – Ćamil appears in Sultan’s robes.

BROTHER PETAR: Early bird catches the worm! Dawn is 
here, Ćamil Effendi. Hey!

ĆAMIL: Dawn or midnight – it is all the same to me. All 
the same. There is no light.

BROTHER PETAR: What are you saying, my good man? 
Don’t blaspheme, and don’t speak nonsense. As long 
as there is dark, there will be light. Do you not see 
this divine loveliness?

ĆAMIL: I do not.

BROTHER PETAR: Come now, poor thing, do not speak ill 
and do not sin. God willing, you will get better and 
live to see many good and beautiful things in good 
health and freedom. 

ĆAMIL: I cannot, my dear man, get better, for I am not ill. I 
am as I am, and one cannot get better from one’s self. 

 Guards appear, along with the Watchman, Karađoz. 
Ćamil fades away.

 The Devil’s Yard is glowing.

BROTHER PETAR: Oh, I wish I could leave this madness and 
torment and see Istanbul in all its beauty and glory.

KARAĐOZ: There are things better and different from 
this Yard. This is not all, and it is not for all eternity.

THE END
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NOTES:

– The novel 1915, the Tragedy of a People by Branislav 
Nu šić is among the first records of this period by a 
Ser bian author. The novel is a deeply involving series 
of stories by a witness of the national and political 
tragedy, by an author that shared that tragedy with 
his country and his people to the end, and paid the 
price with his own blood. During the year, it appeared 
that Serbia was destined to vanish from history and 
from all the geographical maps, Branislav Nušić’s son 
Strahinja-Ban died, a soldier of the Army of the King-
dom of Serbia. The author dedicated this novel to the 
memory of his departed son. 

– Writing this collective and personal tragedy, Nušić set 
the beginning of his novel in the autumn of 1915 and 
concluded it in the winter of that same year, right be-
fore the people and the country, worn down by wars 
and casualties, started their retreat over Albanian and 
Montenegrin mountains. In his “Afterword”, written 
in March of 1920, the author stated “Although this 
book is rather large, I had never hoped to encompass 
the entirety of the tragedy of 1915. I perceived, sym-
pathised and recorded the events that reached me or 
the events that were unfolding around me – being a 
participant myself, and in great trouble, I could not 
see much further than this. My book is concluded in 
Peć, because the national tragedy was concluded there. 
From there onwards come individual tragedies, each 
deserving of at least a book such as this.”1)

1) Branislav Nušić, Devetstopetnaesta, tragedija jednog naroda, Sabrana dela 
Branislava Nušića XII, knj. II (iz, i red. Ljubiša Manojlović), NIP Jež, 
Beograd, 1966, 309.

– The sparks of individual destinies from the unified 
flame of a multitude of heroic deeds, hopelessness and 
survival, are unified in this otherwise fragmentised 
dramatisation through the story of a young and talent-
ed painter, the recipient of a state scholarship, who, 
wounded and disfigured by shrapnel, chases away 
his fiancée, who was raped by Austrian soldiers. The 
traditional melding of melodrama and historical play, 
fragmenting and reshaping of the temporal structure, 
the mixing of historical documents and events, the 
author’s life, the experience of modern theatre and 
the grotesque similarity of trauma from the war of 
the nineties serve as the basis for dramatisation.

– The Chorus speaks as a chorus.

– All speak one at a time, regardless of who speaks, or 
when exactly, but one voice has one line.

 The scenes and props are set, modified and trans-
formed as the events necessitate.

NOTE ON THE FIRST PERFORMANCE

– The first performance of the play 1915, the Tragedy of 
a People, was coproduced by the Theatre of Kruševac, 
the National Theatre in Niš, and Cultural centre “Vuk 
Karadžić” from Loznica. It was first performed on St. 
Vitus Day, June 28th 2013 in Kruševac, at the closing 
of the festival “Vidovdan 2013”, the first of a series 
of plays across Serbian theatres to mark the anni-
versary “100 years since World War I”. The play was 
staged in the open amphitheatre of the complex “Slo-
bodište” in front of an audience of over 4000 people, 
with high-ranking representatives of the Government 
of Serbia, the Serbian Orthodox Church, the cities 
of Kruševac and Niš in attendance, along with many 
guests from the country and abroad. 
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1. Belgrade, September of 1915.

 (A promenade with many people.)

 A musical pavilion in the park

THE ACTOR: Old Jug flamed like living fire, 
Old Jug told his children nine: 
“Grab you knives, all nine in number, 
And cleave the bitch in many parts.” 
Mighty babes did heed their father, 
And so lunged upon their sister, 
Yet Strahinja would not have it, 
Saying to his in-laws thusly: 
“Oh, Jugović, my nine brothers!
Why, my brethren, shame thyselves so,
Pray, look at whom your knives would shear,
If so brave you are, my brethren,
Where were your sabres and your knives,
Where were you back on Kosovo,
In heroes’ work against the Turks,
To aid me in my hour of need?
I’ll not have you kill your sister
I’d have done so had I wanted
Yet I’ll sooner slay you all here,
I’ve no one to drink my wine with;
Save for this maiden that I love.”
Not many heroes ever matched,
The stature of Strahinjić Ban. 

 (Bows.)

ALL (Laughter, noise, cries of approval… they come to con-
gratulate the Actor.):
Bravo!
Bravissimo!
Perfect!
Well done!
Once more! Once more!

THE OPTIMIST (A high-school teacher.): It’s been a long time 
since I heard such a recitation!

THE PESIMIST (A diplomat from an administrative sector.): 
I have, in Paris, at the Comédie Française!

THE OPTIMIST: The French theatre is nothing compared 
to the German!

THE ACTOR: The Russians, gentlemen, the Russians, the 
Bolshoi Theatre!

THE OPTIMIST: Not true!

THE ACTOR: Yes it is! (He turns his back on them.)

 (The Author comes to the Actor.)

THE AUTHOR: Congratulations, Mr. Beković. You have a 
rare gift for reciting such verses.

THE ACTOR: Thank you, Nušić! I hope that there might 
be a place for me in one of your plays, once all this 
blows over?

THE AUTHOR: As you know, it’s not up to me, but the man-
agement. I’m only a writer, after all.

THE ACTOR: Then write!

THE AUTHOR: I’ve no other choice. (He smiles.)

THE ACTOR: Are you writing a new play?

THE AUTHOR: I’m making some notes. Actually, I’m trying 
to record what’s happening to us right now.

THE ACTOR: Hopefully, not for a comedy?

THE AUTHOR: And why not?

THE ACTOR: It’s unbecoming to laugh while at war.

THE AUTHOR: How can you say that, you of all people, 
an actor?

THE ACTOR: It’s my duty to act, I know I have no choice… 
but nothing about this is funny. War is not funny.

 (Mica the Senegalese and Kaja the Zouave come to the 
Actor and squeeze out the Author, ignoring him complete-
ly.)

MICA (Congratulating the Actor.): Allow me to express my 
admiration! You were … oh!
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THE ACTOR: Thank you, Miss Milijana…

MICA: Please, from now on, call me “Mici”.

THE ACTOR (Confused.): Miss Mici…

THE AUTHOR (With a smile.): All the best, Beković!

THE ACTOR: Yes… Likewise…

KAJA (Congratulating the Actor.): Impressionable, truly 
impressionable!

THE ACTOR: Thank you, Miss Karavilka…

MICA: Impressive…

KAJA: What?

MICA: The word is “impressive”.

SUB LIEUTENANT SPIV (Out of breath.): Mister Beković, I 
was looking for you all over Belgrade! You are required 
to perform at a Government reception as soon as pos-
sible. The entire diplomatic corps will arrive in two 
hours; there will also be officers from the GHQ. They 
say the heir apparent will also be attending.

THE ACTOR (To Mica and Kaja.): Forgive me, my ladies, 
duty calls! (He leaves with the adjutant.)

KAJA (To Mica.): There, because of you I didn’t get around 
to telling him that my new name was “Kaja”! You 
and your grammar! ... Just seeing and hearing him… 
Just great, he makes the hair on the back of my neck 
stand still!

MICA: Stand up, not still.

KAJA: You’re going to tell me what the hairs on the back 
of my neck are doing? I should know!

 (The Painter in the uniform of a lieutenant and Milica 
come through the crowds.)

MILICA: Good day, my dears!

KAJA: Servus, Milica!

MICA (Looking over Milica.): Oooh, so chic!

MILICA (To the Painter.): Let me introduce you – my friends 
from French lessons: Mileusna and Karavilka

MICA: Mici…

KAJA: Kaja…

THE PAINTER (To Mica and Kaja.): Do you mind, can we 
get through?

MICA: Why are you so rude?

THE PAINTER: We’re at war, Miss, a man gets rough!

MICA: It’s hot at the moment, lieutenant! It’s September!

 (The Military Orchestra ascends to the stage. They are 
playing a marching song. The Painter and Milica depart.)

KAJA: Who’s this rude one with Milica?

MICA: You know, the painter… I can’t remember his 
name…

KAJA: Nonsense. What’s she want with him?

MICA: What do you mean?

KAJA: It’s OK to have an affair with an artist, it’s always 
exciting, but a public display like this…

MICA: Poor girl, she doesn’t have a mother to teach her 
these thigs! You do know her father had intimate re-
lations with her aunt, her mother’s sister?

KAJA: No??

MICA: Yes, yes, my dear, all true. Pure decadence!

1.2. A restaurant garden, close to the 
orchestra stage.

 (The Painter and Milica sit at a table.)

ALL: Hurrah for the Army! –

Hello, friend! –
Good day, Mr. Joksa! –
I’m delighted. –
Indeed! –
I’m very sorry! –
You didn’t bring the kids? –
Don’t worry, my dear. –
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Indeed, a very beautiful day! –
Thank you for asking. –
And I said to Sima… –
Is Mrs. Persida ill?
Why Mrs. Hristina, she died the year before last! –
Oh, dear! That’s the first I’ve heard of it! Who’d have 
thought! She was so healthy! (Pause. Clamour.) –
Say, did you see little Mita? –
I just met him at the Boulevard last night. –
Tobacco? –
Thank you, I don’t smoke. –

 (The Pessimist and Optimist take a seat at a table.)

THE PESSIMIST: Waiter, two cold pints here!

THE OPTIMIST: I say, an officer from the GHQ told me that 
the Prussians will strike from Višegrad and Kladovo 
at the same time. This means we’re unprotected here 
in the plain! We have to fall back and lure them into 
the mountains! Then, the decisive battle would occur 
in the Morava valley, near Bagrdan! It’s a fortress, a 
natural bulwark!

THE PESSIMIST: Abandon Belgrade again?

THE OPTIMIST: Belgrade? Not necessarily, I don’t believe 
it has to be abandoned.

THE PESSIMIST: We can’t hold Belgrade if we’re to wait 
for them at Bagrdan! 

THE OPTIMIST: Even if we were to abandon Belgrade, so 
what? I cried myself last year when it fell, as if a fam-
ily member had died, believe me. But it was a dif-
ferent situation. We realised our mistake – holding 
it for too long, because it was its abandonment that 
brought us victory. 

 (The waiter takes the orders of the Painter and Milica.)

THE AUTHOR: I agree! Perhaps we’ll not have need to 
abandon Belgrade. Perhaps we won’t have to do bat-
tle at Bagrdan, we might crush them sooner. Before, 
we defended Belgrade on our own, with gendarmes 
and third reserves, it was hardly defended and really 

abandoned, evacuated on order. Now the circumstanc-
es are completely different; Belgrade has English and 
French cannons, and the Sava and Danube are full of 
Russian-planted mines. Let them try! (To the Painter.) 
Isn’t that right, lieutenant?

THE PAINTER: Leave me alone!

1.3. Orchestra stage in the park

MICA: I say you can’t wear earrings during mourning! 

KAJA: And I say you can! 

MICA: Be quiet, you’ve no idea! You’re an embarrassment!

 (The orchestra plays a waltz. Mica and the conductor 
begin to dance. The sub lieutenant and Kaja join them, 
along with a few other couples.)

KAJA (Turning her back.): I’m an embarrassment?... Mo-
jsije Nikolić… Sprechen Sie Deutch?2)

SUB LIEUTENANT SPIV: O, ja. Nicht sehr gut, aber genug. 
Ich spreche Französisch besser.3)

KAJA: Ich spreche Französisch sehr schlecht.4)

SUB LIEUTENANT SPIV: Ach so?5)

KAJA: In unserem Kloster in Baissach ist eine Französisch 
Lehrerin gewesen, nur mit einem ziemlich schlechten 
Accent. Sie sprach Küche-Französisch. Ich spreche nur 
gutes Deutch.6)

SUB LIEUTENANT SPIV: So?7)

2) Do you speak German?

3) Oh, yes. Not very well, but well enough. I’m better at French.

4) I’m rubbish at French.

5) Oh?

6) Our convent in Baissach had a French tutor with a very poor accent. 
She spoke kitchen-French. I only speak proper German.

7) Oh. 
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KAJA: Ah, ich liebe Deutch. Ich weiß nicht warum, doch das 
ist eine sehr schöne Sprache!8) 

1.4. The restaurant garden

MILICA: Why are you like this?

THE PAINTER: Like what?

MILICA: Like… All like…

THE PAINTER: I’m ashamed. I’m ashamed of this blithe-
someness… Our land is drenched with blood, our peo-
ple halved, the Germans and Austrians have almost 
struck, and Mica the Senegalese and Kaja the Zouave 
are acting as if everything was perfectly fine.

MILICA: Why do you call them that?

THE PAINTER: It’s not me, it’s the whole Belgrade socie-
ty… They had heard that French soldiers are coming 
to our aid, and realized that their names were too hard 
for the French tongue: Karavilka and Mileusna… so 
they became Kaja the Zouave and Mica the Senega-
lese… (Waves his hand.) Never mind…

 (Pause.)

 To me, the fate of Serbia is like the fate of the “Titan-
ic”. Just like that haunted ship, Serbia spent a long, 
long time under construction – from the uprising in 
Orašac to this day. One day, healthy, proud and strong, 
she came out to sea and the world stage. Regardless 
of its reliable course, she finds an underwater iceberg 
and… is sinking…

MILICA: We can’t just whine…

 (Pause.)

 When are you leaving?

THE PAINTER: At dawn.

MILICA: Where will you be stationed?

8) Ah, I do love German. I don’t know why, but it’s a very handsome lan-
guage.

THE PAINTER: Around Valjevo.

MILICA: My aunt’s late husband’s house is there.

THE PAINTER: My dead friends are from there... Leave Bel-
grade as soon as you can, this is the first place they 
will strike. I don’t believe they’ll conquer Belgrade, 
but they certainly won’t spare it. Go to Valjevo. You’ll 
be close to me… We’ll be together. I will protect you. 
Here… Who knows what they’ll do once they’re here. 
I’m not…

 (Milica interrupts him with a kiss.)

THE OPTIMIST: Our role is to lure the Germans and Aus-
trians as deep into the country as we can, to make it 
easy for the Russians to crush them in the Hungar-
ian plains. 

THE PESSIMIST: But why should we be the ones whose ter-
ritory the enemy must penetrate so deeply?

THE OPTIMIST: Well, who else?!

THE PESSIMIST: I’d like…

THE OPTIMIST: It’s not a question of what you or I like. 
That is our position! Do you play chess?

THE PESSIMIST: I do!

THE OPTIMIST: Now see, that is the square where we must 
place our piece in order to mate our opponent, that 
and no other. What if someone went and said: “I’d 
like for it to be a different square!” What would a re-
al chess player say to such a person? He’d call him an 
idiot, wouldn’t he? My friend, it’s not a question of 
what you like, but this square can create a mate, and 
that’s that. Do you see?

THE PESSIMIST: And what if the Bulgarians strike?

THE OPTIMIST: Where did you read that, who told you that?

THE PESSIMIST: Well, they’re mobilising…

THE OPTIMIST: Let them mobilise, so what? 

THE PESSIMIST: I’m just saying…

THE OPTIMIST: There, you’ll force me to divulge things 
that I mustn’t, things that are classified. 
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THE PESSIMIST: About that thing?
THE OPTIMIST: Yes, yes…
THE PESSIMIST: Be quiet. That’s not been verified!

THE OPTIMIST: Not verified? I saw it with my own eyes! 
(Rises and speaks to everyone.) The allied armies are en 
route to the Balkans!... Indeed, ladies and gentlemen… 
I returned from Thessaloniki yesterday, and five days 
ago, on September 7th, at exactly 13:00, I was at the 
pier in Thessaloniki, when a Zouave regiment marched 
by, followed by a Senegalese. Now we’re hearing of 
regiments coming directly from France… now what 
do you have to say of your Bulgarians? Go on, go on, 
and make your pessimistic combinations if you can!

 (War drums. Everything grows quiet, everybody is listen-
ing attentively.) 

2. War mayhem,  
September/October 1915.

2.1. Kaiser Wilhelm’s proclamation

DRUMMER: To the invincible army of Imperial Germany, 
the proclamation of His Highness, the Emperor of 
Germany, Wilhelm:

MACKENSEN: “Heroes, I’m sending you to a new war against 
a small, but very courageous nation. The Serbs have, 
during the past three wars – against Turkey, Bulgaria 
and Austro-Hungary – shown the world their virtues 
as warriors, and their utmost military prowess, record-
ing in blood soaked-flags only the greatest and most 
glorious victories these past four years. Know that 
only your energy, readiness for sacrifice and nothing 
but total contempt for death will allow you to defeat 
them, conquer their lands and grant another victory 
to the German army. Good fortune be with you on the 
road to victory and glory! Hurrah!”

2.2. The front

 (War drumming. Military marches. A regimen of Ger-
man soldiers. Flags. Trumpets. Shots.)

DRUMMER: The commandant, General Field Marshal of 
the invincible Imperial German army, August von 
Mackensen…

MACKENSEN: You are marching to the Serbian front, on 
Serbia, and they are a freedom-loving people that fight 
to the last man. Be mindful, for this small nation might 
darken your glory and compromise the successes of 
the glorious German army.

 (Shots.)

2.3. City, village, frontline.

ALL (Citizenry and soldiers.): The fighting’s just begun!
Those that fight and die haven’t even begun the real 
fighting and dying!
The Germans have crossed the Sava and Danube!
The Austrians have crossed the Drina!
Now it’s eye to eye!
Now it’s man to man!
Now we’ll see who’ll come out on top!
I was at Bregalnica!
A soldier from the Masuria lakes! (In German.)
Liege!
Kumanovo!
Anver!
What news from the front? (In German.)
They’re weak!
They’re not!
Yes they are!
We’ll slap them to defeat!
They’ll pepper us with lead!
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CHORUS OF SERBIAN SOLDIERS: People, we captured one! 
(Leading through a young German soldier.)

2.4. The front

 (Soldiers around a campfire.)
LITTLE BOJKO (Bringing the prisoner to the troops.): Come 

on, get up, let the kid warm up! (To the Painter.) Lieu-
tenant, sir, we captured one!

THE PAINTER: I’ll be right there. (Fixes his uniform.)
PRISONER (In German.): Savages... They’re savages!
CHORUS OF GERMAN SOLDIERS (In German.): They’ll burn 

him alive!
MACKENSEN (In German, to a German captain.): You must 

convince the troops they’re fighting against savages! 
Don’t you see, we have to frighten them, so that no-
body surrenders!

PRISONER (In German.): That’s the spit they’ll roast me on!
LITTLE BOJKO: Lieutenant, should I give him my overcoat? 

He might be taken by the flu, and I’m well ‘n warm. 
The tyke never had to suffer through rain all day.

THE PAINTER: Sure, Bojko, let him have it.
FIRST SOLDIER: Say, ask ‘im if he’ll ‘ave a smoke?
SECOND SOLDIER: Perhaps a piece of bread? Maybe he’s 

hungry?
THIRD SOLDIER: He doesn’t get a word of what you’re 

saying!
LITTLE BOJKO: He gets it, sure he does. Even if he can’t 

tell what I’m saying, he can see I feel sorry for him.
FOURTH SOLDER: Why should I feel sorry for him, when 

his own Emperor doesn’t?
LTTLE BOJKO: Oh, why! It’s not the kid’s fault!... By God, 

when the fighting starts tomorrow, I wish we could 
capture them like this instead of killing them, capture 
as many of them as possible, feed them, make them 
warm and let them go.

FOURTH SOLDIER: Now hold on. It’s not just kids, there 
are grown men among them!

LITTLE BOJKO: Sure, but just look at the state of them. 
Those at Cer were better, at least they were real sol-
diers.

 (Intermittent explosions.)

2.5. The streets of Belgrade

NEIGHBOUR: You’re coming from Belgrade?

LADY IN MOURNING: I’m taking the children to my family 
in Aranđelovac.

NEGHBOUR: I’m not going anywhere. They can do little 
else than bomb us. I’ll hide in the basement with the 
children, like last year and there you have it! I prefer 
that to dragging on in poor weather.

LADY IN MOURNING: And should they cross the river?

NEIGHBOUR: They won’t, I talked to my brother-in-law just 
yesterday. You know, he’s a senior officer, my dear 
neighbour, and he told me that the Germans mean to 
cross the Morava, and just manoeuvre here.

 (A cannonade.)

ALL (Citizens, soldiers, chaos and commotion.): They’re 
peppering Dorćol and the city!
They’re crossing over!
They’re fighting down under the “Šaran” pub!
Our gendarmes are dying!
Dorćol must evacuate!
Those of us from Palilula don’t have to!
Get away, they’re going to drop bombs!
My God, I’ve been shot!
So many wounded!
There are casualties!
They’re bombing Palilula!
They’re at the National theatre!
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Mother, I’ll not flee!
Who’s going to protect your old mother?
Are you the only mother here?!
If every Serb were to defend his own mother, who 
would defend the country?!
The people are running every which way!
Flee to Topčider!
To the train!
What train!
Topčider’s not an option!
Towards the road to Smederevo!
Smederevo has been levelled!
Run to Šumadija!
To Kruševac via Ljig!
The Bulgarians attacked without declaring war!

 (Cannonade.)

3. Valjevo, October 1915.

3.1. A house

AUNT (Talking Milica into coming along.): Stay, why stay 
in Valjevo? If it were any good here, everybody would 
remain, instead of suffering the journey. Would this 
many people be running away in such numbers if they 
were leaving a fine place? Believe me, you have to come 
along. Forget love, what blasted love could there be 
during war times. You have to stay alive! Even if you 
somehow managed to find him, you think that they’d 
let him stay next to you and what, stare at you?! By 
Jove, they wouldn’t! They’d hand him a rifle and take 
him God knows where! If he were hungry, he wouldn’t 
be able to ask you for bread, nor medicine were he ill. 

MILICA: I’m staying, auntie.

AUNT: Girl, stay, stay with whom? I saw those two friends 
of yours – Mileusna, Mr. Avram’s daughter and Kar-
avilka, who’s her mother?

MILICA: Mrs. Stokić.

AUNT: Yes, Mrs. Stokić. With Avram’s Mileusna, I can live 
with. After all, she is an official’s daughter. But I won’t 
have you congregating with Karavilka. That won’t do.

MILICA: Why not?

AUNT: Because I don’t like her. She’s a city girl, with azure 
stockings like that Abyssinian actress whose quarters 
face our window, that I could never bring myself to 
look out of. I see her walking with men on the main 
street. You’d better give up on Stokić’s daughter! Don’t 
count on her friendship! Regardless of what they are, 
they’re smart enough not to stay here! 

MILICA: Auntie, I don’t want to go.

 (Pause.)

AUNT: Stubborn like your late mother! She always did 
things out of spite! She raised a hand against herself 
out of spite… God forbid!

MILICA: So did father.

AUNT: That’s different, that’s honourable! He could not 
bear bankruptcy; she did it out of spite.

MILICA: To spite whom?

AUNT: How should I know! She was like that from when 
we were children! Everyone went one way, she went 
another!

 (Pause.)

MILICA: Auntie, if you want to go, then go… I’m not ac-
cusing you… and I don’t envy you… I… I just don’t 
want to go with you…

 (Pause.)

AUNT: These children have lost their minds! One kills a 
prince, another goes to volunteer to the army, a third…

MILICA: Auntie… that’s enough. I’m not Strahinjić Bane’s 
lady… and I’m not having second thoughts. I’m also 
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not Hasan Aga’s lover, I’m not ashamed to go to the 
camp. I can’t change who I am.

 (Pause.)

AUNT: Yes, dear sister, give her some more money to go 
to school! I need two hours to understand what she 
means… as if I were mentally dim, God forbid. Come, 
girl, let’s be off. Leave the poetry; it’s no time for he-
roics.

MILICA: When, if not now?! Is it time for adultery? I know 
everything, auntie! I’ve always known! The whole of 
Belgrade knows that mother killed herself because 
of you and father. He killed himself because of you! 
Wasn’t a colonel’s love enough for you? Wasn’t a colo-
nel’s salary enough, auntie?

 (Pause.)

AUNT: Here. (Gives Milica money.) I will be in Kruševac, 
with Jakov, he is assistant mayor of the town. My late 
Milenko and he were together at the military acade-
my in Petrograd. He helped him a lot, my Milenko. If 
you need more…

MILICA: Let your conscience be at ease, auntie. You’ve 
done everything you can. Thank you…

 (Aunt kisses Milica.)

3.2. Street

 (A big crowd. Lots of soldiers. Lots of fugitives. Wagons, 
cars, coaches, horse and buggies, ox carts, passenger 
cabs… all kinds of transportation, anything with wheels 
that can be pulled, and many pedestrians…)

FIRST COMMANDER: Hello! Hello! This is the commander of 
the Kolubara region! Hello! Jagodina? I need to speak 
to the commander of the Pomoravlje region, please! 
I’ll hold… Hello! Hello! Listen, I need to ask you for a 
favour, I’m sending my family your way, and…

SECOND COMMANDER (At the same time as the First com-
mander.): Hello!... Hello! This is the commander of 
the Pomoravlje region! … Hello! Is this Jagodina! I 
need to speak to the commander of Pomoravlje! I’ll 
hold… Hello! Hello!

FIRST COMMANDER: Hello! Hello! Listen, I need to ask 
you for a favour, I’m sending my family your way, to 
Jagodina, and…

SECOND COMMANDER: What? Why, I just called to ask you… 
to… I thought of sending my family there…

FIRST COMMANDER: Don’t send them here!

SECOND COMMANDER: Don’t send yours here!

ALL: They’ve levelled Šabac!

Lazarevac!

Mladenovac and Aranđelovac!

Valjevo’s next!

Look at this one, loading that wagon! As if he’d been 
given a transfer with paid moving expenses and is 
headed to his new job!

Look, this one brought all his pickled food!

They look as though they’re headed for a spa!

Wold you just look at what government munition 
wagons are carrying, the munitions were certainly 
left for the enemy!

And there are wounded people going on foot!

They should be stoned!

THE PESSIMIST: Write this down, Mr. Nušić! Record this 
embarrassment and shame! All who could carry a rifle 
have died; what little are left to protect our very lives 
can be counted on the fingers of my hand; whoever 
departs from the frontlines is shot, while four infan-
trymen and one sub lieutenant have been dispatched 
from the front to guard Mrs. Lieutenant Colonel and 
her barrel of cabbage!

THE PAINTER (To Milica.): I have to go back. And you must 
go, it is impossible to remain here.
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MILICA: I don’t want to go anywhere.

THE PAINTER: I’ll send Bojko to send you off to Čačak, to 
my mother and sisters.

MILICA: I don’t want you to take me anywhere… Actually, 
I want to go to the library. To get to know you again. 
To be alone with you. For you to ask me again; “Would 
you like to go together? We can go there… Have you 
kissed in a library before?” … “No.”

THE PAINTER (Siting still.): You want for us to kiss… as if 
you were a part of it all… the pile of books…

MILICA: Yes, a heroine of all the novels… Silly… why do 
you do this to me… you’re annoying me.

THE PAINTER: Why?

MILICA: And I want to hit you on the shoulder. (She smacks 
him.)

THE PAINTER: Ow…

MILICA: You annoy me to no end…

THE PAINTER: Why?

MILICA: Because.

THE PAINTER: Because why?

MILICA: Because… I’ve changed… into something I don’t 
like.

THE PAINTER: What?

MILICA: I don’t know… you annoy me so much.

THE PAINTER: Why?

MILICA: I don’t know.

THE PAINTER: Is it something good or bad?

MILICA: I don’t know! Leave off.

THE PAINTER: I can’t do that, I want to know.

MILICA: Do you do this to every girl?

THE PAINTER: What?

MILICA: You… You… talk of these beautiful things… love 
and trite in times of war…

THE PAINTER: No. Do you?

MILICA: Yes, with every man.

THE PAINTER: See, what a silly question.

MILICA: And you toss a coin into a fountain and make a 
wish… Why don’t we have such a fountain?

THE PAINTER: Well, we do have fountains, it’s just that no 
one’s thought of tossing coins in them.

MILICA: You toss one and start it.

THE PAINTER: Sure. What should I wish for?

MILICA: Us.

 (Mica the Senegalese, Kaja the Zouave and sub lieuten-
ant Spiv drive by in a carriage.)

MICA: Servus, Milica!

KAJA: Girl, you’re so pale!

MICA: Are you travelling with your fiancée?

KAJA: He’s your fiancée? I had no idea! Congratulations!

MICA: You can go with us? We were granted a special pass 
by my father’s office…

KAJA: And sub lieutenant Nikolić was assigned to us as 
an escort. In Stalać we’ll catch a train to Niš and from 
there on to Thessaloniki. We’ll be in one of the bet-
ter hotels!

MICA: They say it’s quite lively on the Niš main street! 

KAJA: We’ll join the committee for organising concerts 
and charity balls for the wounded.

MICA: I really can’t do any more than that! One has to 
have extremely strong nerves to withstand everything!

SUB LIEUTENANT SPIV (To the Painter.): Don’t look at me 
like that, lieutenant, sir. I’m merely following orders.

LADY IN MOURNING: No, dears, father didn’t send a coach 
for us. Our carriage has to carry the wounded soldiers. 
The Serbian soldiers are fighting for us, they can’t go 
on foot if they’re wounded.

 (Explosion. Shooting. Dust.)
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3.3. A platoon of German soldiers

 (German soldiers are in a file. Their Captain speaks to 
them.)

CAPTAIN: When all this is over, don’t be embarrassed by 
anything you’ve done… Do not do that. There, that’s 
my order. Whoever I catch doing some villainy will 
be punished fiercely… court martialled, if needed. 
(Goes away.)

FIRST SOLDIER: I’ve no idea what I could even do?

 (Explosion.)

3.4. House.

 (A house after bombardment and German conquest. The 
soldiers exit one by one in single file. The captain moves 
the crate and opens the lid.)

CAPTAIN: Come on... They’ve gone.

 (Milica exits from a pantry beneath the floor.)

CAPTAIN: Why are you crying? Are you frightened?

No one’s ever been frightened of me.
I was always the one looking over my shoulder when-
ever I’d hear footsteps…
Your eyes are swollen from tears. Don’t be unhappy.
I’ll give you anything you want. Just say it…
You only need to give the word.
I’m used to listening…
Silk? Gold? Chocolate?
The Sun? Would you like the Sun? For it to shine just 
for you. To drive away the darkness…
Please, say anything…
How can I tell if you’re real?
You’re so beautiful! Your hair is pure joy… Don’t be 
afraid. I just want to touch you…

One time, I touched my father’s garments. You’re 
just as soft…
Look, now I’m crying…
Please, look at me…
Won’t you even look at me?

 (Slaps her.) You bitch! I know what you all need! (He 
wrestles with the girl and beats her. He tears her skirt 
and shirt, brutally raping her.)

 I’m Goethe! I’m civilising these whores! My cock is 
Goethe, madam!

4. Railway car

 (The Author, the Actor.)

THE ACTOR: Today is forty days since my brother’s death!

THE AUTHOR: May God rest his soul! ... Can you say a 
prayer for your departed brother’s soul?

THE ACTOR: I can’t, Mr. Nušić… I can’t…

THE AUTHOR: Give me that candle… what was his name?

THE ACTOR: Jovan.

THE AUTHOR: Our Father in heaven, disperse the dark 
clouds that you have obscured it with, so that my 
prayer for the soul of your departed servant Jovan, 
who gave his life for the freedom and sanctity of his 
Homeland, and great, eternal and inescapable jus-
tice, that you yourself defend and protect, may reach 
your Throne.

 Our Father in heaven, hallowed be thy name and may 
it be a grace to those that have repaid their debt to the 
Homeland with their blood, and may it bring peace 
to their souls and the soul of thy servant Jovan. As 
their blood so richly soaked our fields and mountains, 
so shall the freedom of a people spring from it, and 
so may their just souls collected round thy Throne 
erect a prayer for the salvation of their homeland, 
homes and people for whom they gave their lives. And 
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through that prayer, your will be done, on earth as it 
is in heaven. 

 Remember, my Lord, and pardon your servant Jovan, 
as we will always, in good and evil, remember and 
honour in our memories the brave soldier that gave 
his life for his Homeland! Glory be to Jovan and may 
he rest in peace. Amen!

 (Pause.)

THE ACTOR: Thank you so much, Nušić! I feel better, that 
was a fine send-off… I even tried to remember a mon-
ologue similar to a prayer, but couldn’t think of any-
thing… But what are you doing on this train? I thought 
a month ago you left for Skoplje? The whole of Bel-
grade was talking about your starting a theatre there?

THE AUTHOR: Indeed, but I returned. I went to the GHQ 
to ask that my son, Strahinja, be moved temporarily 
to some safer place.

THE ACTOR: That was a good idea.

THE AUTHOR: No, it wasn’t. When I saw all those young 
men, nary a hair on their face, following orders with 
vigour, I was ashamed of asking anything for Strahinja.

THE ACTOR: Yes, I understand… Where is he now?

THE AUTHOR: He died somewhere on the Požarevac front. 
I’ve no idea where he is buried, whether he was cold, 
hungry… (Cries.) “Dear Aga, do not weep for me. I fell 
at the forefront of our homeland’s struggle for the re-
alisation of those great ideals for which we all so fer-
vently declared in 1908. I’ll not say I’m not sorry for 
dying, what’s more, I feel that I might have been of 
service to Serbia in the times to come, but… such is 
fate. Grandad, mum and you, please forgive me, say 
hello to Gita and Mima. Your son, Ban.”… He wrote 
that to me, that’s all I’ve left of him, this letter.

 (Pause.)

THE ACTOR: Why didn’t you say a prayer for him just now?

THE AUTHOR: I did. In praying for your brother, I was also 
praying for Strahinja… my Ban Strahinja…

 (Pause.)

THE ACTOR: One must withstand…

THE AUTHOR: One must.

THE ACTOR: But how?

 (Pause.)

THE AUTHOR: We have to stage plays… For such an endeav-
our in the middle of a European war, where Serbia 
was stricken with so much casualties, would make a 
great and indelible impression, not only on the people 
to which it is presented to, but also on those who will 
require further evidence of the vitality and cultural 
vigour of Serbia… That is the only way we will not for-
get this sacrifice… (Long pause.) My son, instead of 
a withering stone slab, with this book of sorrow and 
pains, your father marks your grave.

5. Puppet show.  
– Aubergines with candles

THE AUTHOR: Once upon a time, in an area filled with de-
serted castles of an old city near the sea, there lived 
Stana, a lonely old woman. There, the Turks had killed 
her husband in some fight, in the middle of the road, 
and she remained alone with a child to rear. She lived 
as best she could with the little money she had left 
after her husband’s death, before she became com-
pletely destitute.

 (The Actor animates the dolls.)

STRAHINJA DOLL: Why did they kill my father?

STANA DOLL: Such were the times, evil times, Strahinja, 
my Ban Strahinja.

STRAHINJA DOLL: Are evil times like evil dragons?

STANA DOLL: Yes, they are.

STRAHINJA DOLL: I’ll cut up the evil time, like, like… this!
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STANA DOLL: You will, as soon as your hand grows strong… 
Where did you go?

STRAHINJA DOLL: Mother, mother… Fishermen called me: 
“Come with us, Strahinja, our Ban Strahinja, come with 
us. We’ll fish on the rich bay and go further out to sea.”

STANA DOLL: That’s how my Strahinja went away. With 
each season, he gets more money and brings it to his 
mother. And I, I first cry over the coins, and then hide 
them under the straw that’s my bed. I cherish them 
as one cherishes drops of holy water, for Strahinja, 
when he saves enough, will set out on his own… I 
always hear girls whispering: “Strahinja! Strahinja! 
Ban Strahinja!”… (A tempest begins to form.) Like an 
irresistible mistral, Strahinja, coming from distant 
shores wrestles with the evil spirits of the sea… Stra-
hinja, don’t go! Strahinja! Strahinja! Ban Strahinja!

 There were other times when night would catch my 
Ban at sea and I would wait for him and greet him. 
At night, I would light a lamp at the window of my 
hut, to show him the way so he can sail to his shore, 
to his home, to his mother’s arms. I’ll light a candle 
this night as well, who can tell if Strahinja is wander-
ing the murky, stormy seas, searching for his way.

THE ACTOR: She… she had done so for the past seven-
teen years!
For full seventeen years, she wakes every night.
Waiting.

THE AUTHOR: He’ll come back, he’s alive, he hasn’t died! 
He’s youth itself, and youth cannot die, for from what 
else would new life spring? Youth is the thought that 
doesn’t move under the burden of suffering, that 
doesn’t go out in the darkness of force. The thought 
that doesn’t die and always lives, surviving everything 
derelict, everything pessimistic, everything short-
lived; the thought that, thrown in the grave, punches 
through the stone and resurrects. That is why youth 
is eternal, like thought is eternal, that is why youth 
doesn’t die any more than thought does, you live, 

you’ll come again! I’m waiting… you’ll come! ... My 
son… my Ban Strahinja.

 (Long pause.)

6. After the play – soldiers applaud

LITTLE BOJKO: Bravo… Bravo!!! Bravo!!!

CHORUS OF SOLDIERS: Bravo!!! … Bravo!!! … Bravo!!!

ALL: A man can withstand anything, more than an ant, 
more than a bird!
I’m a parent, I have to hold on, even when I wish I 
couldn’t.
We’re brothers-in-law!
First neighbours!
Where are you from?
Where everybody is from!
From under the plum tree!
From under the pear tree!
From under the carriage!
From the top of the garden!
From the mountain!
Second street from there!
Second platoon! (Assuming positions. Watching.)
A cigarette? (Smoking. Writing letters. Staring blankly.)

THE PAINTER: Bojko!

LITTLE BOJKO: Yes, lieutenant, sir!

THE PAINTER: Make us two cups of tea.

LITTLE BOJKO: Yes, lieutenant, sir!

THE PAINTER: You don’t remember me?

THE AUTHOR: No, I’m sorry… People nowadays pass each 
other by, they come together… despite having never 
met before… and part ways, never to see one another 
ever again… Have we met recently?...

THE PAINTER: Yes, it was recently.

 (Pause.)
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THE PAINTER: How was your night?

THE AUTHOR: It was freezing cold on the road.

THE PAINTER; Indeed. It was a terrible frost… Now this 
rain… My troops will be soaked.

 (Pause.)

THE AUTHOR: So will you, this frost might worsen your 
wound.

THE PAINTER: Nothing left to worsen. My hand was ampu-
tated. (His hand is missing to the wrist.) At this point, 
let it freeze, I can cut it further, I have little regrets. 

THE AUTHOR: And the right hand…

THE PAINTER: The right.

 (Pause.)

THE AUTHOR: What do you do?

THE PAINTER: I used to be a painter.

THE AUTHOR: A painter!

THE PAINTER: Used to be.

 (Pause.)

THE AUTHOR: Did you finish?

THE PAINTER: Finish what?

THE AUTHOR: I’m asking if you graduated from some 
painting school?

THE PAINTER: Oh, yes. I completed our painting acade-
my. I was also abroad, two years at Prague. I thought 
of going to Munich, but the war came and… it ripped 
my hand off.

 (Pause.)

THE AUTHOR: So, you had some success?

THE PAINTER: I believe so. My exhibits were successful, 
that’s what brought me my scholarship. The profes-
sors in Prague encouraged me, assured me that I had 
a bright future, I was their favourite.

 (Pause.)

THE AUTHOR: You mentioned exhibits?

THE PAINTER: Yes, smaller independent and group exhibits.

THE AUTHOR: Compositions or landscapes?

THE PAINTER: Studies, landscapes, portraits. I had just be-
gun a larger project, a composition; it was left there, 
in Prague.

THE AUTHOR: The plan?

THE PAINTER: Rejuvenation, awakening, spring. A sky full 
of sunlight that reflects on the gleaming un-melted 
snow on mountaintops. In the sky – a bird carries a 
straw in her beak to make her nest. Water has risen, 
the earth is breathing and exhaling, a lizard has woken 
up from under his rock, he’s cutting through the air, 
finding the juice and reinvigorating himself. A young 
woman’s pupils are dilating; her breasts are swollen 
with milk, her arm muscles are tense, her chest is 
raised; the rejuvenating sweetness brings new life!

 (Pause.)

THE AUTHOR: A beautiful image.

THE PAINTER: Unfinished.

 (Pause.)

THE AUTHOR: Do you love her?

THE PAINTER: Who?

THE AUTHOR: The young woman that you painted?

 (Pause.)

THE PAINTER: Milica. Her name is Milica… Yes, I love 
her… We planned to get married… 

THE AUTHOR: Do so when all this is over.

THE PAINTER: If she’ll take me like this.

THE AUTHOR: One loves a man, not his hand.

THE PAINTER: Thank you, Mr. Nušić... But, it’s war, one can 
never know. War can change a man, make him lose his 
feelings, go numb… And I don’t… I don’t know what’s 
wrong with her. I hear the enemy is again commit-
ting atrocities: executing, hanging, burning and rap-
ing… If they touch her… If they… I don’t know… If 
she survives… And something happens to her… I’m 
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not sure that I would… I’m not sure I could… War is 
a nasty business.

LITTLE BOJKO: Her you are, sir, lieutenant, sir.

THE PAINTER: Thank you, Bojko.

LITTLE BOJKO: I added in some brandy, it gives better 
heat that way…

THE PAINTER: Why don’t you dry off here, you’re shaking.

LITTLE BOJKO: Don’t you mind me, sir, lieutenant, sir, we’ll 
see combat today, God willing, and we’ll warm up then.

 (Pause.)

THE AUTHOR: What are you doing at the front? Almost an-
yone can be at the front. Couldn’t they have spared 
you, given you some better position?

THE PAINTER: Then where would the people in those po-
sitions be now?

THE AUTHOR: I’m not talking of shirking your duty, but 
at least sparing yourself. The authorities should have 
thought of that.

THE PAINTER: Oh, sir! Do you believe that there is a soul 
in this country that thinks of all the things that one 
ought to consider? The lack of such people disappoints 
me, especially when I think of the fact that we had be-
gun establishing a great nation. I wonder if there are 
any people among us willing to accept such a country. 

THE AUTHOR: Probably.

THE PAINTER: You think so?… You believe that someone 
in Serbia is up to such great a task? A great historic 
age does not come about without leading men, with-
out people who think of everything. Can’t you see that 
we’re building a country from the roof downwards, 
and once we’ve completed the roof, only then will we 
understand that there are no foundations to support it.

THE AUTHOR: But, we are the foundation. We, who can 
build that roof.

THE PAINTER: Don’t be angry, but who’s “we”? You who 
are fading away or we that are coming into our own?

THE AUTHOR: Surely, it is you, the young.

THE PAINTER: And where are we? Does anyone care for 
us? Five generations of young people have been rout-
ed, and those that remain alive are worse off for God 
and men alike.

THE AUTHOR: Well how else – let old people go to war, 
and the young…

THE PAINTER: No, no, no! I won’t go that far, I’m not per-
verting anything. What confuses me is the utter lack 
of any good will among the officials to care for what 
must not be neglected, and should not have been left 
unattended. See, in our case, it takes two or three dec-
ades for an artistic talent to surface. Forgive me for 
talking so immodestly of myself, but someone ought 
to take note that a future great nation needs less gen-
erals and statesmen, less councillors, minsters and su-
pervisors, and many more men of culture. You cannot 
build a great country through territory alone, it needs 
to be a cultural force, equally matched and worthy of 
its European neighbours?

THE AUTHOR: Still, you must consider that the great feat 
of liberation and unification requires great and costly 
sacrifice. We are few, and we all must die and perish 
in service of this idea – only future generations can 
reap the peace from our disaster, blessed by culture 
and progress.

THE PAINTER: All, all, indeed, us all! Well said! All of us! 
That is what I believed, and believe so to this day. You 
would do me an injustice by thinking that I am sorry 
for the loss of this hand, which is the greatest tragedy 
that could beset me. Believe me, I have no regrets, I 
have another hand, and I can already shoot with it… 
I would not spare that other hand either, or both my 
eyes, or my life. I entered this war gladly, willing to 
sacrifice myself to the great idea that our entire gen-
eration was infatuated with! If you only knew how 
gladly we died, if only you knew how we envied those 
among us that were carried away from the battlefield 
on stretchers with mortal wounds or dead.

 (Pause.)
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THE AUTHOR: What disappointed you?
THE PAINTER: Everything.
CHORUS OF SOLDIERS: The president’s son opened a lux-

urious club.
Closed to the public.
Where are the sons of generals?
Where is Col. Ostojić’s son?
Belgrade café-owners serve as administrators in the 
GHQ!
In the offices! And the committee released them from 
their military obligation!
They let their wives’ brothers off too! And other close 
and distant relatives!
His sister’s lover! One hundred sixty four members 
of parliament!
Fuck all one hundred and sixty-four of them!

THE AUTHOR: I know two members of parliament whose 
sons died heroic deaths and I know…

THE ARTIST: Every example has its exceptions and I re-
spect that. Perhaps there are exceptions even from 
the heart of Belgrade society circles, and I’ll give them 
their due as soon as I learn of them… I would hate for 
you to misunderstand my disappointment. It’s only 
grief, not a repudiation. I haven’t for a second thought 
of shirking my duty simply because some others are 
doing just that. No, sir!

LITTLE BOJKO: By God, people, quit your whinging! This 
is all right, there’s worse. Those that died no longer 
can march!

CAPTAIN: Lieutenant!
THE PAINTER: Yes, captain, sir!
CAPTAIN: Rouse the men! 
THE PAINTER: Moving out?
CAPTAN: Moving out.
THE PAINTER: On the double?
CAPTAIN: Immediately, this very night.
THE PAINTER: Whereto?

CAPTAIN: The battery must cross the Dragačevo plains 
during the night, from Guča to Jelica, climb Jelica by 
dawn, and descend towards Čačak at daybreak.

THE PAINTER: The animals are overworked!
CAPTAIN: I know, do as you’re ordered!
THE PAINTER: Tie the ropes, tie! … March! March!

7. Čačak

 (The troops are going through the crowds. The people are 
holding white flags.)

CAPTAIN: What’s this? Who’s holding these shameful flags?

CHORUS OF CITIZENS: We, mister, captain, we’re expecting 
the enemy to arrive at any moment…

CAPTAIN: Take them down! Can’t you see that these are 
Serbian troops, can’t you see that I’m a Serbian of-
ficer, do you want me to lead the Serbian army with 
white flags!?

CHORUS OF CITIZENS: We’ve been abandoned! We will de-
cide our own fate!

CAPTAIN: You’ll decide once there is no longer a single 
Serbian soldier in this place! While I’m here, you’re 
not slaves. I order the white flags to be removed!

7.1. Hill/HQ

CAPTAIN: Yes? Hello! Hello! Hello! Is this the First army 
headquarters? This is the commander of the Drina di-
vision field battery, captain Todorović! Captain Todor-
ović! Hello, yes!... I came through Čačak this morning 
and settled here; the enemy breached Čačak at noon 
and continued advancing.

FIELD MARSHAL MIŠIĆ: What, say again!?

CAPTAIN: The enemy breached Čačak at noon and con-
tinued…
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FIELD MARSHAL MIŠIĆ: Are you insane, have you any idea 
what you’re saying?!

CAPTAIN: I’m not crazy, general, sir, I’m relaying only 
that which I know to be true and exact, and I’m ask-
ing for orders.

FIELD MARSHAL MIŠIĆ: Assume command of everything 
you can in my name. Stay where you are and do not 
move! Do everything you can to fight the enemy and 
contain him! Only over your dead body can he pro-
ceed further! Hold steady by any means necessary! If 
you’re the old Todorović from Crni vrh, Glasnica and 
Sarajevo, you’ll manage! I’m sending my best infantry 
regiment, and I’ll send the entire division if necessary. 
But the enemy must not advance further, understood!

CAPTAIN: Understood, general, sir! (To the Painter.) Com-
mand gave orders for all of us to die! Do you under-
stand?

THE PAINTER: Understood.

CAPTAIN: And quit saluting with that stump! You have an-
other hand! Use it to salute, use it to shoot, use it to 
strangle! I want you to be proud of it one day, clear!

THE PAINTER: Yes, captain!

 (Explosion.)

CAPTAIN: Are all accounted for?!

CHORUS OF SOLDIERS: Radenko from Jadar is dead!
Milisav!
Milisav who?
From Vlaški dol!
Života’s Milisav!
We’re alive!
Shoot!
Fuck them!
Shoot!
Find him!
I am!
Shoot!

 (Explosion.)

FIRST SOLDIER: Screw your candle, and your bread and 
your cake…
And the thing on the wall
And the bloody cross
And the cross with which you cross yourself
And the Eucharist
And lent
And your Christmas guests
And your godfather
And godsons
And your patron saint
And everything else

 (Explosion.)

CAPTAIN: This is coming from somewhere close by?

THE PAINTER: Close by, captain, sir!

CAPTAIN: We have to find them, or they’ll kill us all!

 (Explosion.)

SECOND SOLDIER: Screw your children
And your children’s children
And daughter
And all her spawn
And your cradle
And everything in it
And your blood
And your blood’s blood
And small
And great
And all the way until they’ve grown
And everything else

 (Explosion.)

THIRD SOLDIER: Fuck your father and mother
In their graves
And your sister
And your friend
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And brother
And anyone other than a brother
And your nana
And aunt
When she bakes you a pie
And your toddler
And their toddlers
And more
Your cousins and family
And everything else

 (Explosion.)

LITTLE BOJKO: It’s coming from the town!

FIRST SOLDIER: Yes, he’s somewhere close to the church!

CHORUS OF SOLDIERS: That’s where they’re holed up! 
They’re hiding among the people!

Cowards! Bastards! Jerry cunts!
Stick them on my crooked johnson

CAPTAIN: Make the aim yourself, do you understand, per-
sonally… and measure well…

THE PAINTER: Captain, sir! The cannon is primed, the aim 
has been determined, but I would ask that you order 
someone else to fire.

CAPTAIN: Why, for God’s sake!

THE PAINTER: There, close to the church, my mother and 
two sisters took refuge and… I don’t have the strength 
to be the one to kill them.

 (Pause. Explosion.)

FOURTH SOLDIER: Fuck your house, and your land and 
your doorstep

And your hearth
And your yard
And your table
And round the table
And on the table
When you meet your fate

And the shade
Where you rest
Till we reach you
And the bed in which you rest your soul
And your soul
Your broken foundation
And crushed chimney
And your walls
And inside the walls
And everything else

 (Explosion.)

8. Kruševac, October of 1915.

8.1. Railway station

 (A train enters the station. A vast crowd of people and 
soldiers.)

ALL: Kruševac, people, Kruševac!
Where are you know, King Laza, to see this disgrace?!
There it is!
Which one is that?
To Thessaloniki!
To Priština!
It must be to Niš!
Don’t step on people!
Wait a minute, where are you rushing to!
Make way, make way!
Don’t shove!
For God’s sake, you’ll suffocate me!
Back off!
Get bent!
Don’t you touch me!
No admittance. This is the archive!
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This is the treasury!
This is the accounting department!
Back off!

LADY IN MOURNING (To a soldier.): Sir, may I enter with 
my children?

SOLDIER: What, who are you? A mother with children? 
We’ve no need of mothers, just their children to die 
out there. You gave birth and that’s all you could do, 
and now you can weep. No one can take that away 
from you.

LADY IN MOURNING: But where am I supposed to go with 
them?

SOLDIER: I don’t know, mam!

THE AUTHOR (From the car.): Let the woman through, for 
shame! (Tries to get out.)

SOLDIER: You, crusty old man, get back inside before I 
throw you out! I’m under orders!

ALL: What blasted orders, let us in!

 People, get in!

 My husband was shot in the chest twice, I get special 
privileges!

 (The crowd pushes the Author back inside. The Lady in 
Mourning enters the train.)
I lost my son!
Peasant vermin!
Break through!
People, a wagon full of flour!
Cartloads!
Here’s some lard!
Find the gold!
Don’t shove me, there’s enough for everybody!
Medals! Here are some medals!
The Star of Karađorđe!
And Obilić!
Fuck the medals, get the flour!
What is this! What kind of furniture is this? 

Vintage!
Salon!
There are flintlock pistols!
And muskets! Armours!
Here are some paintings!
Nice tits!
That’s the Queen!
And where’s her King?!
Where is Pašić, blast him!

 (Sub lieutenant Spiv, Mica the Senegalese and Kaja the 
Zouave go through the crowd.)

SUB LIEUTENANT SPIV: Hold right! Move out of the way 
for a file of Timok division!

 (For a moment, the crowd gives way.)

ALL: What file!

 For shame, an officer, and lying through his teeth!

 Don’t let them through!

THE PESSIMIST: From now on, I’m not moving for anyone! 
And I’ll shoot, instead of moving for any rank and file. 
When troops are headed for the frontline and when 
they’re in a hurry to get there, fine. I’ll gladly move, 
I’ll even lie down on the ground and have them walk 
over me, just to get there in time. But when they’re 
running away just like me, why do they have to get 
anywhere sooner. What’s more, the army should be 
the last to retreat, not the first!

THE OPTIMIST: The troops will come, and then we’ll see!

SUB LIEUTENANT SPIV: Back off! Soldier, use force!

 (A soldier is shoving the people.)

LADY IN MOURNING (To Kaja.): Miss… Miss… please, would 
you mind holding my child, just so I can fetch the 
pass? Please! ... here, here, hold him!

KAJA (Taking the child.): Very well, then! I’ll be in the 
other car!

LADY IN MOURNING: Thank you, thank you! I’ll be there in 
just a moment! (Runs off.)
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 (The Aunt is passing through.)
AUNT: A little room… a little room, please… Would you 

move, you oaf!
SOLDIER: Where the hell are you going?!
AUNT: Mr. Jakov, the assistant mayor himself granted me 

a place on the train. Here’s the pass!
SOLDIER: Go on, then!
PEASANT (Opening a car.): Flee, people, the entre car is 

full of typhoids!
 (The crowd runs away. Milica exits the car with a nurse’s 

mask.)
MILICA: Some water, please, so I can let the poor wretches 

drink… They locked us back in Požega, they haven’t 
had a drop to drink since… Please…

MICA (From the car.): There’s Milica! Milica!
KAJA (From the car.): Milica!
AUNT: Milica!
MILICA: Auntie! (Moves towards the car.)
SOLDIER: Stop! I said stop, I’ll shoot!
AUNT: That’s my niece, let me through!
SOLDIER: You’re free to leave and stay with her! I’ll not 

allow typhoid fever in my car!
 (Aunt standing still.)
SOLDIER: Move the train, move it!

8.2. Lady in Mourning remains  
on the stage

LADY IN MOURNING: Yesterday my son died… the old-
er one… seventeen… I was supposed to bury him 
this morning... Nobody wants to do it… there’s no 
hearse, no priest… nobody dares go to the cemetery, 
they are bombing it… What am I supposed to do with 
him? Grenades are falling from the sky, and they’re 
advancing street by street. I should flee… a coward 

that wanted to run away… and what did I do… I hid 
the dead body in a basement and left it there. Where 
is my young one?! Where’s my baby? People, they 
stole my baby! ... Like I’m good for anything, like an-
yone needs me… who knows what’ll happen to him? 
They’ll barge into the basement and toss him aside 
like garbage. Who knows where they’ll toss him? I’ll 
never know where his grave is! And here I am, sav-
ing myself! I’ll go back, I need to go back! (Starts to 
search for him till the very end.)

8.3. Front lines

LITTLE BOJKO: Lieutenant, sir, permission to see my house.

THE PAINTER: Whatever do you mean, Bojko, see your 
house?

LITTLE BOJKO: It’s not far, you can see it just across these 
fields… I won’t sit down, I’ll just take a peek, say hel-
lo, and I’ll be right back!

THE PAINTER: Well, if it’s that close, go on. Don’t just drop 
by, say hello to your family properly, talk a bit. When 
you see that we’ve begun moving, then come back.

LITTLE BOJKO: Thank you, lieutenant!

THE PAINTER: Just watch out for the Bulgarians, they’re 
around here somewhere!

LITTLE BOJKO: Understood, lieutenant, sir! (Runs away.)

 (Long pause.)

THIRD SOLDIER: Say, what’s the matter with Bojko?

FOURTH SOLDIER: Leave the man alone, you know what 
it’s like to see your family. He’ll be in shortly. You 
know how it goes, he probably started to talk to the 
children and can’t feel the time passing.

FIRST SOLDIER: There he is!

SECOND SOLDIER: Look at that, his family isn’t seeing 
him out!
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 (Little Bojko Removes the rifle from his shoulder, aims 
at the soldiers and fires.)

THE PAINTER: Who’s shooting?! Who’s shooting?! We’re 
in the middle of the fray and you’re making merry!

 (Little Bojko Shoots again.)

THE PAINTER: Surround him! I want him brought here alive!

 (Soldiers surround Little Bojko, who keeps shooting a 
now empty rifle.)

LITTLE BOJKO (Doesn’t fight them, he lets them do with him 
as they please. He’s trembling all over.): Let me go, let 
me kill them all! Let me kill them!

THE PAINTER: What in God’s name do you think you’re 
doing, man! Have you gone mad?

SECOND SOLDIER (Exiting the house.): By Jove, the mis-
ery and strife! They slaughtered his three children, 
his wife and old mother. No wonder he lost his mind!

 (Everybody runs to the house. They stand in bewilder-
ment.)

LITTLE BOJKO (Removes the medals from his chest.): A cross 
for each child, here, have some more…

 What kind of crosses are these, Emperor, you can’t 
even wear them round your neck… Help me, good 
people, I can’t carry all of them on my own!

 I have two sisters, married into good families. My 
brother and I split the land when he got married. 
Who could tell if our wives would live in harmony, so 
many have fallen out or embarrassed themselves by 
going to court, as if they weren’t even brothers. Why 
risk that, when we could split then and there and re-
main brothers, help one another, and have our wives 
respect each other. That’s how we split like brothers, 
without a cross word, and my brother helped me be-
fore and after that, as did I him. He’s the one that 
wed me to my wife, from a good house, and my wife 
treats my mother as if she were her own. Mother lives 
with me. I have a little girl, she’s yea big, she’s just 
like me, you’d think she couldn’t put two and two to-

gether, but she’s bright, you should see her talking, 
I can’t remember how many times I thought to my-
self - shame she’s not a boy! She doesn’t just have a 
quick tongue, she’s a good homemaker’s sense, she 
helps her mother with every task. She can make coffee 
all by herself, she can pluck a chicken, and even use 
the sieve, despite the fact her little hands can bare-
ly grasp it. Ranko is a year younger and he’s started 
school. God willing, the younger kids will manage the 
property, it would be a shame to interrupt the boy’s 
schooling. He listens and knows how to learn. You 
should see how he keeps good care of his books, not 
to spill a drop of water, not to bend a page, not to get 
dirt on them. You should see my Bata, these two are 
nothing to him. Barely thirty inches off the ground 
– he’s little, just like me – and round as a melon. If 
you push him over, he keeps spinning round and 
can’t get up. Cheeks like loaves of bread, red like ap-
ples. A strange child, hasn’t shed a tear from the day 
he was born, he only ever laughs. My mother says to 
my wife: “My dear daughter, if only mine were like 
that, I would’ve agreed to give birth twice a year, but 
seeing what they were like, my youth was spent mid 
screams!” You know, when my little Bata wants to go 
to sleep, he smiles; when he wakes up, he’s still smil-
ing; if you give him a slap when he’s been naughty, 
he’ll still only be smiling. He can’t talk yet, and slosh-
es his tongue around like a drunken old woman. He’ll 
be a bright kid. If Ranko goes away to schooling, I’ll 
leave Bata the land, have him be the master. God will-
ing that all this ends well…

 (Sudden heavy explosion and shooting. The Painter has 
been blown up.)
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9. Typhoid railway car

 (The doors open. Aunt stands on the banister.)

AUNT: Milica!

MILICA: Auntie…

AUNT: Milica, I won’t go in… I just came to see how you 
were.

MILICA: Fine… Fine… Just give me some water.

AUNT: Here, I brought some.

MILICA (Takes a sip, and then gives it to the other typhoid 
patients.): Slowly, slowly, you’ll choke.

FIRST TYPHOID MAN: Thank you, Missus. 

 (Pause.)

AUNT: They’re suffering, poor wretches…

MILICA: Suffering. The whole nation is suffering.

AUNT: I know some army doctors in Niš. They can give 
you some medicine. 

MILICA: They can.

 (Pause.)

AUNT: I’ll head on to Thessaloniki from Niš. Serbia is no 
longer safe, and I want some rest…

MILICA: Good, auntie…

 (Pause.)

AUNT: Have you tracked him down?

MILICA: I’m still searching. They told me he was wounded.

AUNT: Is it serious?

MILICA: I don’t know. They told me he’s in a field hospi-
tal in Kruševac.

AUNT: And?

MILICA: Nothing, they must have taken him to a real hos-
pital.

AUNT: Where?

MILICA: Niš, probably.

AUNT: And what if he isn’t there?

MILICA: I’ll keep searching for him.
AUNT: That makes no sense.
MILICA: It doesn’t matter.
AUNT: Your friends are in my car, I just met them.
MILICA: I know.
AUNT: Why can’t you act like the rest of the normal girls?
 (Short pause.)
MILICA: Why couldn’t you leave my father alone? Every-

body knows he killed himself because of his love for 
you. 

 (Pause.)
AUNT: I loved him.
MILICA: Why didn’t you marry him, then? You could have, 

after mother died?
AUNT: Milenko was a better match.
MILICA: I don’t have a better match.

9.1. Railway car

 (The Author and Actor are asleep. Mica and Kaja con-
verse quietly.)

MICA: So, what are you going to do with this child?
KAJA: I don’t know!
MICA: What do you mean you don’t know? You can’t not 

know; you’re smart!
KAJA: I don’t know!
 (Pause.)
MICA: Why in the hell did you even take it!
KAJA: I don’t know!
MICA: Why on earth did you accept the child?
KAJA: Well… Maybe his mother will turn up…
MICA: Who knows where she is, she’s probably dead by 

now! You know, it’s probably best to give it to the Niš 
command, let them take care of it. You can’t take it 
to Thessaloniki. 
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KAJA: And why not?

MICA: Karavilka, you’ve taken leave of your senses! Be-
cause we will have parties there! And when have you 
seen babies at parties!

KAJA: I don’t know… Look at the way he’s smiling… May-
be he thinks I’m his mother.

MICA: Stop it! You’re getting on my nerves!

 (Sub lieutenant Spiv enters.)

SUB LIEUTENANT SPIV: Miss, we’re close to Niš. My ob-
ligation towards you ends there. I wish you a good 
journey. Though, I don’t know why you’re going to 
Thessaloniki. It would be good enough to settle in 
Priština for a time, this won’t go on for much longer. 
We’ll regroup and strike together with the French! 
A diplomat from the administrative division told me 
that it’s just a matter of when the French will move 
from Greece to our positions.

MICA: I’d rather see the French from Thessaloniki, rather 
than greet them in Priština. 

 (Snow. Wind howling.)

10. Peć, December 1915.

 (A column of refugees somewhere in the hills of Kosovo 
and Metohija.)

THE PESSIMIST: I should’ve listened to my instincts instead 
of anyone else! Instead of continuing to Thessalon-
iki, I went to Priština, “to settle for a time”… Those 
that went on to Thessaloniki are strolling around the 
promenade, and we’re… What now?!

THE OPTIMIST: Would you stop your whinging! We’re go-
ing through Montenegro and Albania to the sea. The 
troops will rest there for a while, and then go back.

THE PESSIMIST: What troops? We have no troops! It’s over!

THE OPTIMIST: You can say whatever you want, I know 
what I know!

THE PESSIMIST: Is that Peć?

THE AUTHOR: What else could it be? We’ve been walking 
from Priština for four hours, we must be close!

THE PESSIMIST: What are those fires!

THE OPTIMIST: Camps around the town, what else could 
it be?

THE PESSIMIST: The enemy set fire to the town!

THE OPTIMIST: Or we set fire to it during the evacuation!

THE AUTHOR: Possible, and most likely!

THE PESSIMIST: Whatever the case may be, it’s not good! 
We can’t take one step further.

THE AUTHOR: We can’t go back to Priština. The horseman 
that caught up with us last night said that there’s gun-
fire there. The local Albanians attacked our troops, 
they say there’s dead soldiers and officers.

THE PESSIMIST: Even if they hadn’t attacked, Priština 
would still be out of bounds! Prizren has fallen and 
the Bulgarians are advancing towards the Drim, they 
could be in Priština tomorrow.

THE OPTIMIST: Where do we go then?
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 (Pause.)

 Should we find an Albanian village and give ourselves 
up to them.

THE PESSIMIST: If the plan were to die from the start, I 
would have stayed at home and died in my own home. 
Here I’ll have an unmarked grave and be torn apart 
by beasts.

THE AUTHOR: Look, people, look, do you see?

THE OPTIMIST: What?

 (They come closer to the fire.)

THE AUTHOR: What is this, sub lieutenant?

SUB LIEUTENANT SPIV (Burning documents.): The crema-
torium of the Serbian state!

ALL: We burned all that?

We torched everything we had left.
The state archives are being torched!
As if we never existed!
What irony that this place should be called Peć!9)

THE AUTHOR: Why were the documents even brought this 
far, why didn’t they finish the business in Prizren, 
where it started?

SUB LIEUTENANT SPIV: In Prizren, they burned everything 
that was supposed to head for Ljum-Kula… The de-
ceased passed away back in Prizren, you see, this was 
merely a transportation effort, so that the dead could 
be buried here, in the family crypt.

CAPTAIN: Put that out! Who told you to burn this?! The 
Krouts are burning, the Austrians are burning, the 
Hungarians are burning, and the Bulgarians, and the 
Albanians, so you also wanted to have a go, eh?! Fuck-
ing treacherous bastard! Put that out, I say!

SUB LIEUTENANT SPIV: Captain, sir, I’m under orders!

CAPTAIN: You’re under my dick, you fucking spiv!

9) The word “peć”, in this case marking the name of a city (Peć or Pecz), 
originally means “oven” in Serbian. – Trans.

The army is halting its retreat!
The glorious November of 1914 will come again!
I have the orders:
The Serbian army will liberate Kosovo in a desperate 
swarm and force the Bulgarians to abandon Prizren!

CHORUS OF REFUGEES: People, it’s true!

It’s true!
Says who!
Who did you hear this from?
I heard it from a man!
The man knows what he’s talking about!
People heard it!
It’s settled!
It’s settled!
And where was it settled?
There!
There, in the GHQ!
In the GHQ!
Mišić will do it again!
He knows his stuff!
Mišić knows!

FIELD MARSHAL STEPANOVIĆ: Not counting whether we are 
capable of mounting an offensive, and regardless of 
all the intelligence that Field Marshall Mišić has pro-
vided us on the condition of the Austrian troops, I ask 
the Field Marshall – does he believe it is opportune 
to launch such an unexpected action at a time when 
the King and high command are leaving the country?

FIELD MARSHAL MIŠIĆ: In its order from November 12th, 
the high command declared us officers free to take the 
initiative! (Underlines the place with a thick red pencil.)

FIELD MARSHAL STEPANOVIĆ: That freedom refers exclu-
sively to retreat, and cannot be interpreted in the way 
Field Marshal Mišić wants to. However, even if we 
were to gloss over that order and its meaning, I still 
cannot see the ultimate benefit of such an offensive. 
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FIELD MARSHAL MIŠIĆ: Ultimate benefit? The ultimate ben-
efit is obvious: We have to establish communication 
with Thessaloniki, and, if retreat is necessary, then 
retreat via a route that can salvage state property and 
the throngs of people that are fleeing. General Jurišić?

GENERAL JURIŠIĆ: I’m certainly of the opinion that we’re 
entitled to take such initiative, though, certainly, un-
der extraordinary circumstances.

FIELD MARSHAL STEPANOVIĆ: Very well… Even if we had 
the right to such an offensive, do we have the right 
to shoulder such a responsibility?

FIELD MARSHAL MIŠIĆ: What responsibility? If we succeed, 
there’s none to speak of, and if we fail, what’s left to 
lose, since everything is lost anyway?

FIELD MARSHAL STEPANOVIĆ: What do you mean what re-
sponsibility? Yes there is! There is! To lead the people 
to slaughter with no conditions to mount an offensive, 
men that have been decimated, that are tired, that 
went without food, and have no one take responsibil-
ity?! If there are actual conditions, that’s a different 
matter, and I’ll be the first to accept all responsibility.

 (Pause.)

GENERAL JURIŠIĆ: Another question… in case of such an 
action we would all return to our posts. The action 
would be joint, consisting of all units, if we have any 
left. What would ensure the unity of action? Even if 
each of us can have free reign in retreating, we can-
not all manoeuvre on the offensive as we please. The 
high command is out of the country, and we have no 
communication.

FIELD MARSHAL MIŠIĆ: We’ll form a new command!

 (Pause.)

FIELD MARSHAL STEPANOVIĆ: I must admit, Mišić, your 
enthusiasm is compelling… However, I’m asking all 
of you, before we reach a definitive decision, we have 
to make sure of the accuracy of our information – we 
have to know the exact number of available troops, be-

cause none of us is certain at this point; furthermore, 
we have to know what the mood of the troops is like, 
especially after the King, Government and high com-
mand leaving the country; finally, we have to know 
what munitions we have at our disposal and if we have 
resources to feed our men when our enemy has none.

CHORUS OF SOLDIERS AND REFUGEES: I knew it!

That’s just like us!
Beat us all you want
Leave us with just one twig
And we’ll still grow from that!
It takes a lot to beat us!
We can’t be defeated!
If anyone wants to swallow us
They have to have a stomach made of steel!
And acid in his stomach!

THE OPTIMIST: I’ll go fight!

THE PESSIMIST: It’s not your game!

THE OPTIMIST: And why not?! I was going to die in these 
mountains, losing my homeland, why not die liber-
ating it!

THE AUTHOR: Do you see what can happen with a dead 
man, he can be resurrected?

SUB LIETENANT SPIV: What can you do, there are temporary 
deaths! … What’s all this then? Is this a wake or a cel-
ebration?! Where’s the music? Where’s the theatre?!

CHORUS OF SOLDIERS AND REFUGEES: Kolo, give us a kolo!

Form a circle!
Let’s go!
Spin!
Faster! Play faster!
Mother!

THE ACTOR: They’re aiming at me, just like it was when I 
was playing as a boy!

 I never had a disease in my life!
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 What laying I had done, it was with women under me, 
so that my plush dreams wouldn’t feel uncomforta-
ble!

 If they let me go to Mourning day, I’ll light a candle 
for them for sure!

A VOICE: Actor, suck my cock!

CHORUS OF SOLDIERS: Twelfth “iron” regiment!
Attention!
Second called Morava division!
Here!
First call Šumadija division!
Present!
Second field Timok!
Here!

CAPTAIN: Fall in two!

CHORUS OF SOLDIERS: One!
Two!
One!
Two!
One!
Two!

SUB LIEUTENANT SPIV (Leaving the line.): Captain, sir!
CAPTAIN: Yes?
SUB LIEUTENANT SPIV: Captain, sir… I just wanted to… to 

say.. um… You know… I’m not a spiv…
CAPTAIN: Very well, very well, sub lieutenant. Report. 
SUB LIEUTENANT SPIV:
 Reporting: The second call Morava division is ordered 

to leave Đakovica today!
 The report of the commander of the Šumadija first 

call division: three enemy divisions of around 20.000 
soldiers, seven batteries and 13 artillery squadrons, 
attacked the decimated second call Timok division at 
5:17, the division numbers 5.203 men instead of the 
regular 14.000.

 The Twelfth “iron” regiment retreats in disarray.

 (Long pause.)

FIELD MARSHAL STEPANOVIĆ (Reading the proclamation.): 
A telegram from the head of the GHQ of the Army of 
the Kingdom of Serbia, Field Marshal Radomir Putnik: 
“To the commanders of the First, Second and Third 
armies! Due to the delayed aid from our allies, our 
attempts to breach the Kačanica front and establish 
communications with Thessaloniki failed. Hence, we 
are forced to abandon our initial plans and move to-
wards the Albanian rocks… Field Marshall Putnik.”

 (Long pause.)

FIELD MARSHALL MIŠIĆ: Since there is no offensive, before 
you wreck the artillery, give me all the munitions we 
have left, so I can at least sound the death of Serbia!

 (Long pause.)

THE PESSIMIST: I hear they’re looking to destroy all the 
munitions. Where in the hell are those generals? I 
want to find them and ask them to get out the cannons 
on that plain there, in front of the Patriarchate, so all 
we refugees can huddle there, and let them pepper us 
with gunfire, let them bury s and then move on! By 
God, that’s what I’ll ask them!

THE OPTIMIST: Believe me, my friend, I have nerves of 
steel. I’ve survived many great troubles in my time, 
and in situations where many a man would falter, I 
could even console others. Now I’m running out of 
strength, and, I confess, today is the first day that I’ve 
ever considered suicide. 

CAPTAIN (Burying the cannons.): My Miloš, who would’ve 
thought that my own hand would dig your grave!

CHORUS OF SOLDIERS (Burying the cannons.): My Dušan 
the Great!
Milan Toplica!
Little Radojica!
Starina Novak!
Ljutica Bogdan!
Judgement day is upon us!
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We buried the living, now the dead march!
It’s through, it’s all finished!

SUB LIEUTENANT SPIV: Captain, sir, orders are to move!

CAPTAIN: It’s done, it’s done!...

SUB LIEUTENANT SPIV: Captain, sir, orders are to move!

CAPTAIN: Whereto, sub lieutenant, sir?

SUB LIEUTENANT SPIV: We are under orders…

CAPTAIN: This people need their home and their children; 
they need their land and their homeland; me… what 
do they need me for? I’m alive today, I’ll be dead to-
morrow, if not me, then someone else. It’s no great 
evil to lose a captain, it’s no great evil to lose a king, 
as long as you have your homeland, but it is a great 
evil, sub lieutenant, to lose a country and save a cap-
tain. (He kills himself.)

 (Pause.)

SUB LIEUTENANT SPIV: Move out! Move out!

 (Kaja wrapping the baby in her coat.)

THE ACTOR: The child is freezing?

KAJA: Yes, I don’t know what to do!

THE ACTOR: Isn’t there a fire where it could warm up?

KAJA: No!

THE ACTOR: Now you’ll freeze to death. Here, take this… 
I’m practically warm… It’s hot today, isn’t it? Almost 
sweltering… If you come aboard my boat, I can row 
you to the other side…

KAJA (Smiling.): Thank you, Mr. Beković!

THE ACTOR: The human mortals want their winter here;
No night is now with hymn or carol blest:
Therefore the moon, the governess of floods,
Pale in her anger, washes all the air,
That rheumatic diseases do abound:
And thorough this distemperature we see
The seasons alter: hoary-headed frosts
Far in the fresh lap of the crimson rose,

And on old Hiems’ thin and icy crown
An odorous chaplet of sweet summer buds
Is, as in mockery, set: the spring, the summer,
The childing autumn, angry winter, change
Their wonted liveries, and the mazed world,
By their increase, now knows not which is which:
And this same progeny of evils comes
From our debate, from our dissension;
We are their parents and original.

KAJA: What’s that?

THE ACTOR: Shakespeare, Titania’s monologue from “A 
Midsummer Night’s Dream”… all this looks like the 
Titans, the Germans, French, Austrians, English and 
Russians are fighting amongst themselves, and we, 
the common folk, have no clue how to deal with it.

 (Pause.)

 He’s asleep?

KAJA: Asleep.

THE ACTOR: Let me help you, I’ll carry it!

KAJA: Don’t, you barely carry yourself…

THE ACTOR: Come here… (He takes the child.) Come, boy, 
let’s you and I go for a stroll on the Riviera.

KAJA (Follows them.): Thank you again…

THE ACTOR (To the child.): Hey, sailor, what were the girls 
like in Havana, eh? Hey, sailor…

KAJA: What is it?

THE ACTOR: Sailor… I… I didn’t…

KAJA: The child? It’s not? … Give him to me! … How am 
I supposed to see it, how can I take a look? … I’ve lost 
it, I’ve lost it! How, how am I supposed to part from 
him? Wake up, child, wake up…

THE AUTHOR: What’s that there?

FIRST SOLDIER: A child is dying, so they stopped to wait 
for it to die.

THE AUTHOR: Truly dying?
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FIRST SOLDIER: They lit a candle for the child.

THE AUTHOR: What will we do with all the dead children?

SECOND SOLDIER: May God rest their souls! Nothing we can 
do, sir, other than bury them when the priest arrives.

THE AUTHOR: When he arrives? What’s he doing, if he’s 
that busy?

THIRD SOLDIER: Attending burials, sir, always attending 
burials.

THE AUTHOR: Can these children be placed somewhere?

FOURTH SOLDIER: There, see, a few of them are resting 
there. One cross after another these days: a wound-
ed man here, a sick man there, there a prisoner and 
there a refugee. See there, those crosses in a line, all 
troops, Serbian soldiers. This is the fourth year that 
they’ve all been lining up together.

LADY IN MOURNING: Bogdan! Bogdan! Curse my soul in 
this world and the next!

THE AUTHOR: Calm yourself, maybe he’ll come, maybe 
you’ll find him!

FIRST SOLDIER: Leave her be, she’s always out and about 
in the fields, calling for her child, and then she re-
turns. Leave her be, she’s better off that way.

LITTLE BOJKO (Tied between two soldiers that help him walk; 
to Kaja the Zouave.): Come there, put the child down. 
Put him down here, next to this one. See how the lit-
tle ones have come together, and they’ll grab hands 
and run in a circle round His throne. 

LADY IN MOURNING: Bogdan! Bogdan!

LITTLE BOJKO (To the Lady in Mourning.): Put him here, put 
yours here! Lay him to rest among the other children, 
with his friends. It’s not alone, it won’t be alone. God 
has seen to it that the kiddies have company!

 (Long pause.) 

THE ACTOR: Mr. Nušić, I prayed to God, and lit a candle.

THE AUTHOR: For the dead?

THE ACTOR: No! They already received God’s grace. For 
the living, to whom God is so merciless!... I just came 
from there, thinking on the misfortune of this people. 
Three hundred years ago, our people fled from this 
very Patriarchate to Europe; now the same thing again, 
from the same place… Just three hundred years ago, 
the Serbian people fled from the Turks from this Pa-
triarchate, seeking protection from Austria, and now 
we’re fleeing the Germans seeking protection from 
the Albanians. It’s like the wheel of history is turning 
backwards?... I want peace, can’t this Europe under-
stand that I want a boring play of us. (He produces a 
wooden gun that fires like a real one and kills himself.)

 (Pause.)

MILICA: This is where the tragedy of a people ends and in-
dividual tragedies begin. Write that down, Mr. Nušić.

THE AUTHOR: What? Who are you?

MILICA: You don’t remember me?

THE AUTHOR: No.

MILICA: Then write it down, please, and don’t sugar-coat 
it. Don’t turn me into something I’m not.

THE AUTHOR: How do you mean?

MILICA: I mean it as I said. You authors always make 
things up. You make up rules, and rules do not work 
in real life.

 (The Author puts a coat around her.)

MILICA (The wind is bending her soaked skirt and forming 
it around her frail figure. She has shallow filthy shoes 
whose laces are dragging along in the mud. Her dark face 
points to some grave illness, her eyes are misty, dimmed 
and without sparkle, her lips are dry and crusty, her hair 
wilted.): You don’t recognise me?

THE AUTHOR: No.

MILICA: And still you are so kind.
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THE AUTHOR: I can see you’re suffering and no one is pay-
ing attention. I presume you’re alone, not travelling 
with anyone?

MILICA: I’m alone.

 (Pause.)

THE AUTHOR: Do you have any parents?

MILICA: My mother died five years ago. I have a father, 
but I have no idea where he is, maybe he died. I had 
an aunt, but she fled and I haven’t seen her since, I 
have no idea where she is!

THE AUTHOR: And you have no one to care for you?

 (Pause.)

MILICA: He left to join the army too.

THE AUTHOR: Your brother? … Cousin?

 (Pause.)

MILICA: He’s nothing to me, he just always looked after 
me and guided me like a brother. He never called me 
names like other young men did, but he never told 
me he loved me either.

 When he left, it was very difficult for me, very difficult.

 That’s when my mother died and I was left alone. Back 
then, I was little, so my aunt came and told me sto-
ries. She told me tall tales and promised that as soon 
summer came, she’d take me to Belgrade, and told 
me how it was beautiful there, that there were large 
houses, and railroad tracks and boats, tram lines… 
But now, who could tell me stories that would fool 
me now, now that he’s gone.

THE AUTHOR: Is he alive?

MILICA: Yes, he’s there, among the wounded. 

 I finally tracked him down in Skoplje, in the third 
hospital, above the city. I waited for two days there, 
but, he was on the list. My heart started beating like a 
drum once they told me, and instead of joy, fear came 
over me.

 They told me the room and bed number and I found 
it with ease. He was asleep when I came to his bed. 
I didn’t want to wake him, so I sat in a chair next to 
his bed and waited, waited patiently, watching him 
sleep, covered in a blanket, with half his head in band-
ages. He’d lost an eye and his jaw was shattered so he 
couldn’t speak. His life was not in danger. He would 
remain disfigured and eyeless, but alive.

 I grieved for him, grieved for him greatly – how beau-
tiful he was when we were parting, and now, without 
an eye and a jaw. I couldn’t imagine him like that. 
Would I love him like before when I see his disfigured 
face, would he love me? Has he forgotten me? Will he 
be glad to see me next to his bed when he wakes up? 
How would he handle everything I had to say? How 
to tell him, and how to begin?

 I wished that he wouldn’t wake up just then, that he’d 
sleep for a long while. I thought I was not yet ready to 
tell him the truth… in my heart of hearts I was glad 
that he was disfigured, that we were made equal, that 
I would be able to say: there, you also are disfigured, 
and I still love you!

 That thought gave me so much comfort, so much 
courage and joy that I could hardly wait for him to 
wake up. I fidgeted in the chair, hovered over him, 
covered him with the blanket despite the fact he was 
already covered; I wiped the sweat from his temple 
with a kerchief that was under his pillow. Finally, he 
began to stretch; he reached out his arms and opened 
his eye.

 I stared at him in silence, and he stared at me, with-
out saying a word. I had forgotten that his jaw made 
him unable to speak, and I thought he was silent on 
purpose. But his eye, that watched me so sharply, was 
asking: How did you get here, what are you doing? I 
understood, I took his hand to my cheek and cried in it.

 I’ll tell you everything, but first, tell me. How are you? 
How are you feeling?
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 His eye was still questioning me – How did you get 
here, what are you doing?

 I began telling him everything, from the moment we 
parted, like I’m telling you.

 I hadn’t even finished talking when I felt his hand 
leave mine. I clenched it so that I might hold it, but 
he jerked it away.

 His look was calm but said much, it was full of con-
demnation and – contempt.

 But is it my fault? Is it my fault?

 You don’t love me? You no longer love me?

 There, you also are disfigured, and I still love you!

 His eye flashed with anger and hatred, and he raised 
his hand towards the door!

 (Pause.)

THE AUTHOR: And now?

MILICA: Now?... You helped me.

THE AUTHOR: I did, I remember.

 (Pause.)

 He chased you away?

MILICA: That he did, but I’ll follow him nonetheless. I’ll 
go behind him without pause, who knows… he may 
need my care… love and other nonsense…

THE AUTHOR: The young girl took a deep breath and stopped 
talking, and I did not want to disturb her with further 
questions.

 My book ends in the first half of December 1915, in 
Peć, because that’s where the tragedy of the people 
ended. From that point onwards, there are individual 
tragedies, each of which deserves a book such as this.

THE END
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DRAMATIS PERSONAE:

ABANDONED WOMEN: 1 2 3 4 5
ANICA
TAŠANA
A’S MOTHER
T’S MOTHER
ITA, Tašana’s brother, a butcher, and Anica’s potential love interest
MIRON, an Orthodox monk, Tašana’s potential love interest
SAROŠ, a stranger, Muslim and Tašana’s potential love interest
HADŽI TOMA, an old man, Tašana’s potential love interest
MEN

Translated by > Stefan Alidini

Dimitrije Kokanov

AND EVERY TIME EXACTLY 
LIKE THE FIRST
Inspired by “Tašana”, “Koštana” and “The Deceased’s Wife” by Bora Stanković
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PROLOGUE – types of breakups

 A SUDDEN BREAKUP is the kind of breakup that can 
destroy the person that was dumped. This kind of 
breakup leaves a person lying in bed gorging on ice 
cream spiced up with tears.

 AN EXHAUSTING, LONG, PAINFUL, DRAINING BREAKUP 
is not the one where you talk for hours and end the 
conversation in a breakup. A breakup happens, and 
leaves so much confusion that you meet with one an-
other over and over again to discuss it. It can some-
times lead to physical altercations, roughhousing or 
flailing things around the house. This kind of breakup 
is masochistic.

 MAGICAL BREAKUP refers to the situation where you 
want to breakup with someone, but your partner does 
most of the heavy lifting for you, so you feel as if a 
miracle had happened.

 A COMPASSIONATE BREAKUP is rare and involves two 
people who agree that they ought to end their roman-
tic involvement and remain friends. This breakup re-
quires maturity from both sides, introspection and 
analysis of the relationship.

 GHOSTING is breaking up through a partner that sev-
ers all contact with no apparent reason or warning, 
or by a partner that shirks all responsibility, avoids, 
ignores or refuses to answer any attempt of the for-
mer partner to re-establish communication.

 STAND-UP is a minor form of ghosting. People that 
fear facing reality are the ones who most frequently 
opt for this form of breakup, seeing “going out the 
back door” as a better option. Is characterised by a 
series of excuses the person who is breaking up uses 
to avoid meeting the person that is getting dumped.

 TOTAL BETRAYAL points to cheating as a form of break-
ing up with no respect whatsoever. Anger and humil-
iation prevent the afflicted person from facing their 

grief and suffering and heal. Such a breakup can cause 
serious trust issues for subsequent relationships with 
different partners.

 TEXT MESSAGE BREAKUP is one of the lamest break up 
types. 

 There are many other kinds of breakups – through on-
line apps, social networks, with non-verbal gestures, 
cues, stickers… After each breakup, we still feel as if 
we were trapped in the body of a widow, sometime 
in the early twentieth century; a woman that did not 
have the right to move on, or was ashamed to do so, 
trapped in a transitional cultural model, her own lone-
liness and pain, fearing a new beginning and societal 
condemnation.

THE POSITION OF AN  
ABANDONED WOMAN

 A conversation among women, like a collective confes-
sion or a discussion. It serves the purpose of setting the 
framework. The actresses act out the confessions of differ-
ent women and only become the heroes of our story once 
the play comes into effect.

2.
 I was involved with a douchebag that I loved very 

much. He was a sadist that tormented me in every way 
imaginable. I know I’m also to blame for not ending 
it much sooner. I met a lot of truly great guys after 
him, much better and prettier. But after only a few 
minutes of conversation I would begin to get bored. I 
wonder what’s happening to me? Will this ever end? 
Is this normal?

5.
 So what? Your husband left you, no one died, for Pete’s 

sake! And even if he had died, you’re not dead. Every 
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person has their own optimal grieving time, some peo-
ple get over it quickly and move on, and some never 
recover.

4. 

 I can’t even begin to describe the sudden coldness 
towards me! A month ago we had plans, we bought a 
house, had conversations about everything, and pooof! 
A single sentence, and…

ALL THE WOMEN TOGETHER: 

 THE END!

2.

 He still calls me on the phone sometimes when he’s 
having a tough time, he usually drops by when the 
kids aren’t around.

1. 

 He says he loves the other one… but… he was never 
in her home, they only see each other in hotels or in 
his apartment. She didn’t get a divorce, I don’t think 
she intends to… and the saddest thing is that he’s a 
wreck.

3. 

 In the end we just sat down and concluded that we 
just CAN’T GO ON TOGETHER, and that’s it…

4. 

 A million recoils, attempts to salvage something, go-
ing back, coming over, his and my tears…

1.

 Living in his parent’s house and my conclusion that 
that’s a problem… His mother and stuff like that. I 
wouldn’t understand it if someone said they loved 
a person but they just couldn’t get it to work, but I 
swear, I adore him. 

4. 

 It’s like he never even loved me. Like we were com-
plete strangers.

5.

 I’m not sure if I’m the right person to give advice, since 
I was always the one to decide whether to break up or 
not. Everything has a beginning and an end, and you 
know how they say – life goes on.

And it really is me
The one who follows through
I’m no good at all
Except to end it all
I ask just this one thing
Since you know I love you
Let me go first

2. 

 I need intimacy and warmth.

1. 

 Now I know what they were looking for and either 
didn’t know how, or didn’t have the luck to find it. 

2.

 I just wanted to say it’s too hard.

1.

 You can’t not be mad, because the pain you carry is 
a part of you.

2. 

 And it will never go away.

1.

 I don’t hate you because you don’t love me anymore, 
I hate myself because I still love you.

2.

 I don’t hate you because you no longer love me, I hate 
myself for still loving you.
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THE MOURNING RITUAL

 After a breakup, a devastated and depressed Anica stares 
blankly in the distance, and does everything mechanical-
ly and without life. A’s Mother is trying to cheer her up.

A’S MOTHER
 You haven’t been out in so long…

ANICA
 Pie, apples, grapes and a slice of roasted pump-

kin… His favourites.

 After having been dumped, Tašana is having a difficult 
time being alone. T’s Mother is trying to calm her down.

T’S MOTHER
 Think of it as if he’s dead.

TAŠANA
 I’ve practically forgotten what he was like alive.

 Tašana almost ritualistically destroys all the 
things left from her previous relationship. Anica 

is crying.

ANICA
 Why doesn’t he come visit us?! Especially his 

child, his son… Look how big he is, how much 
he’s grown…

 One depressed, one aggressive.

 Two male figures stand before them as ghosts.

 They are their ex-husbands. Ghastly spectres that won’t 
let them be at peace.

WHAT ARE WE ABANDONED WOMEN 
SUPPOSED TO BE LIKE?

ANICA

 What are dumped girls “supposed to” be like?

TAŠANA

 What are dumped girls “supposed to” be like?

 I’m asking for personal reasons.

ANICA

 I was abandoned and I’m facing many prejudices. It’s 
been my experience that in this hypocritical world a 
girl has to mourn for her partner as long as possible 
and be alone for the world after being dumped or los-
ing someone. All the while she’s supposed to secret-
ly go crazy for marred men – that’s what seems to be 
acceptable behaviour. I didn’t agree to that.

TAŠANA

 Love, sadness, the feeling of missing someone, that 
we would like for them to be with us, the feeling of 
presence when we are thinking of someone… it’s all 
there, inside us. It doesn’t matter what we’re doing, 
what situations we’re in, how we behave… that’s also 
a totally individual thing.

T’S MOTHER

 A woman must choose a life like any other divorced 
woman, and not just any other available woman. Oth-
erwise, other people will see you as just another in-
grate that quickly forgot and got over her husband.

TAŠANA

 That’s a completely individual thing!

A’S MOTHER

 I see nothing ungrateful whatsoever in your actions, 
you didn’t encroach on anyone, you didn’t make any-
one miserable, or take anything from anyone. Just live 
your life as you see fit, none of these preachy people 
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are going to live your life for you and they have no 
idea what you’ve been through or what you’re feeling.

T’S MOTHER

 I don’t support when abandoned, divorced or widowed 
women find someone very quickly after having lost or 
buried their partner. I can’t understand how they are 
even capable of conceiving it, both out of self-respect 
and out of respect for those no longer around.

A’S MOTHER

 If, God forbid, my husband were to become a widower, 
I would be very disappointed to find him with anoth-
er woman soon after, but I would never want him to 
spend the rest of his life in solitude, to the contrary. 
Everybody needs someone, especially in old age.

T’S MOTHER

 However, a woman needs to remain decent and suf-
fer for long enough until the world forgets her love, 
relationship or marriage.

A’S MOTHER

 When enough time has passed and when life moves 
on, it’s normal to make new acquaintances and find 
new love. You get over whatever happened, you nev-
er forget it, but you can’t neglect and trap yourself. 
Living in the past does no good to anyone, least of all 
yourself. 

T’S MOTHER

 You only get one life, but –

A’S MOTHER

 you should live it.

DRESS/UNDRESS THE SPINSTER

 Tašana is undressing, her mother helping her remove her 
garments. She then proceeds to dress her, with the feroc-
ity of Kate Winslett’s mother in Titanic, tightening her 
corset until her ribs crack and she loses breath.

 Anica undresses; her mother helps her to remove her 
garments. She dresses her afterwards.

TAŠANA
 Was anyone here?

T’S MOTHER
 Hadži Rista.

TAŠANA
 He never misses a chance… to stop by…

 Tašana gazes at her nude, sensual body.

 Anica is ashamed of her own body.

ANICA
 No one is ever around. Just left me all alone…. 

Just like he did…

A’S MOTHER
 What do you mean, “left you all alone”? You’re 

in your own home, how can you be alone?

ANICA
 Yes, left me all alone. You only stop once every 

two, three days, and when dad decides to come, 
he’s always in the yard, in barns, stables, with 

his brothers, and I’m all alone in this house, in 
empty rooms…

A’S MOTHER
 Well, I’m here, aren’t I! You also have your 

brothers.

ANICA
 My brothers are difficult men. You and I are the 

same to them. They think the same of both of us, 
they call us “women”. They demand everything 
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from us, we are responsible for everything, and 
to blame for everything. You in particular!

A’S MOTHER
 Some other woman would be happy, proud to be 

in your position. 
ANICA

 You can’t stand up to them, you always want to 
satisfy them in order to get them off your back 
so that they’ll leave as soon as possible, so that 

they won’t shout around the house. And then 
you fear that something might happen to them 

because every day there’s a new argument…
A’S MOTHER 

 My God, Anica! Every time I come here… Your 
brothers look out for us. They make sure that we 
want for nothing around the house. They clothe 

us both, us “women”. In beautiful dresses.
ANICA

 They won’t let you associate with other women 
from the neighbourhood!

A’S MOTHER
 You’re never happy, the lot of you just come 

crashing down on me, like it’s all my fault! As if 
I wanted this to happen, as if I wanted you to be 
alone, to never leave the house, to never look at 

the world again, to cry and moan?
ANICA

 He wanted it that way.
 Tašana is changing her clothes, full of glee. Her mother 

is helping her and making remarks, annoying Tašana.
TAŠANA
 Just tie it… I’ve been at it for ages and I still can’t do 

it. And what’s this! You shouldn’t have brought out 
these things. Well? Button me up, quit just standing 
there?!

T’S MOTHER
 You’ve no idea what you’re like!

TAŠANA

 Leave off! Button me up!

T’S MOTHER

 What would you like for dinner?

TAŠANA

 Stop bringing me that much food!

 On the other hand, a miserable Anica.

A’S MOTHER

 Hello, beautiful!

ANICA

 I need to sort out the cleaning. Do some work.

 She sits in the room, almost laying down, as if tak-
ing a rest from all the crying. 

T’S MOTHER

 Why did you prepare that bath last night?

TAŠANA

 It wasn’t that hot.

T’S MOTHER

 You didn’t put anything in it, did you? Some scents 
or herbs?

TAŠANA

 No, no…

T’S MOTHER

 Yeah, right?! That couldn’t possibly be why I couldn’t 
sleep a wink.

TAŠANA

 Who knows when I finally went to sleep. I wish I 
hadn’t.

T’S MOTHER

 Why’s that? Someone came to you in your sleep to 
hug and kiss you? 

ANICA

 I can’t sleep at all.
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T’S MOTHER
 It’s those herbs, those baths!

A’S MOTHER
 Look how pretty you are!

ANICA
 Would you stop that! Fine, I’m pretty. Pretty, 

and nothing else.
A’S MOTHER

 There’ll be plenty. 
ANICA

 If only father could hear what you said.
A’S MOTHER

 Who do you think I got it from? He’s the one 
who made me eat well, behave and wear jewel-

lery. Not for my benefit, but his own. So what, I 
have no regrets! If it wasn’t for him, who knows 

what would’ve become of me?!
TAŠANA
 I want guests!
T’S MOTHER
 Invite the monk over!
TAŠANA
 I already have, but he never comes.
T’S MOTHER
 He’s afraid, he knows what the people are like – they 

easily forget the good and remember the bad. They 
remember that he was our neighbour, that you grew 
up together, that he asked for your hand in marriage, 
how your father refused him, and how supposedly he 
went off into the world because of it. No one heard 
a whiff of him all that time; no one had an inkling as 
to where he was. People even thought he’d died. But 
there you have it – he became a monk, and then came 
here to become the priest.

TAŠANA
 Well how can that be my fault?!

T’S MOTHER
 Ever since you started living again, moving about and 

entertaining, the whole town went crazy over you 
again. I’ll go mad with worry. 

TAŠANA
 I do enjoy my life. Before, no one even said hello as 

I walked by, not a word. Now every man invites me 
into his shop as I go by… and every man has tobacco 
at the ready. When I buy something, they charge less, 
sometimes I don’t even spend anything.

T’S MOTHER (in shock)

 Be silent! This is too much, just what I needed.

 Anica lies naked, depressed. Her mother would like 
to help her dress.

A’S MOTHER
 Come on, time to eat something!

ANICA
 I can’t.

A’S MOTHER
 Three days since you haven’t eaten, you think I 

didn’t notice?!

ANICA
 Leave me alone, I’m sick.

A’S MOTHER
 I bring you the best food, I beg you to come and 

eat… to eat and drink, get your strength back… 
How many times did I tell you to get out of the 
house, take a walk, have some fun… you can’t 

just cry and moan. That’s enough, girl! Only his 
things, everything’s about him.

ANICA
 With each breath I take – he’s there. Whatever I 

smell – everything smells of him.

TAŠANA
 I want visitors, mother. With each breath I take – he’s 

there. Whatever I smell – everything smells of him.
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T’S MOTHER
 Think of your reputation…

ANICA
 My past and my solitude are everywhere I look.

A’S MOTHER
 Enough is enough, daughter!
 Tašana is annoyed by her mother’s preaching.
TAŠANA
 You all know best, you all know everything, the things 

you should know about and the things you shouldn’t! 
You are not allowed to meddle in those things. None 
of you can interfere with that.

T’S MOTHER
 I can’t breathe freely at night, let alone go to sleep 

and rest.
ANICA

 I don’t want anyone around, I want everyone to 
get out of my sight! I don’t want to hear a whis-

per, at least I can go mad and die in peace, alone, 
and abandoned, and put an end to it all. This is 

horrible!
TAŠANA
 This is horrible! There’s not a man in sight. I’m still 

young and beautiful, but I’m single!
ANICA

 The last thing I need is for some bad rumour to 
spread, to question my reputation.

T’S MOTHER
 The last thing you want is for people to question your 

reputation…
A’S MOTHER

 Never mind that! Twisted tongue wagging!
ANICA

 I keep myself in check in front of other women, 
and they are careful with what they say when 

I’m around, not to offend me. And they always 

try and leave as quickly as possible, to leave me 
alone. They’re afraid I won’t be able to handle it. 

A’S MOTHER
 You need someone to breathe next to you. Not 

like this… Fear? What’s there to be afraid of?
ANICA

 I’m used to it. I don’t need any visitors.

WE ARE NOT OUR MOTHERS

ANICA
 The relationship between a mother and a daughter 

can range from total demonization to complete ide-
alisation.

TAŠANA
 Conflicts between mothers and rival daughters are 

not as unavoidable as people claim.
T’S MOTHER
 A mother faces an incredibly difficult task – to raise 

her daughter “the right way” with countless differ-
ent guidelines that she herself might not have made 
heads or tails out of.

A’S MOTHER
 Fight for yourself, but not loudly.
T’S MOTHER
 Care for yourself, but care for others first and fore-

most.
A’S MOTHER
 Do sports but don’t be competitive.
T’S MOTHER
 Be successful, approachable, intelligent, but not so 

much as to scare off any potential suitors.
TAŠANA
 Be well-behaved and modest, but seductive and at-

tractive.
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ANICA
 Be discreet, but also popular and sought after.
ANICA
 This is not just a generational gulf, but a cultural one 

as well. That’s why a mother can have a hard time 
during conversations with her daughter on matters 
that are very important for women.

TAŠANA
 Particularly if she herself lacked proper guidance in 

her youth. 
T’S MOTHER
 It’s important to stress that mothers are also going 

through a difficult time in their life while their daugh-
ters are growing up.

A’S MOTHER
 Women are usually middle-aged, going through or en-

tering menopausal body changes, re-examining their 
life choices and accomplishments.

TAŠANA
 On the other hand, every daughter naturally strives 

for autonomy and independence.
ANICA
 She conquers her own space in the only way it seems 

possible to her.
T’S MOTHER
 A vulnerable mother might think that that is a sign 

that she’s useless and that she’s been cast aside.
A’S MOTHER
 At that point, it might help to consider that her daugh-

ter’s desire to become a young woman, independent 
from her family is not at odds with a mother’s role as 
support and protector. 

T’S MOTHER
 They reflect each other’s needs.
A’S MOTHER
 They reflect each other’s needs.

 Interruption – Tašana and Anica argue with their moth-
er’s through defining their positions.

TAŠANA
 I have issues with my mother and I’ve long since come 

to understand that we’ll never have a great relation-
ship, full of love and kind words.

ANICA
 I’m not an only child, and mother treats the others 

differently, need I stress that they’re male.
TAŠANA
 Mother, I’m not like you!
ANICA
 And I’ll never be who you’d like me to be!

PRESENTING THEMSELVES TO MEN

 Exiting the house: Anica, with her head down, runs in ter-
ror, away from male gazes and comments, while Tašana 
walks with pride, provocatively, ignoring her surroundings. 
This scene unravels at two different points, as they walk 
in opposite directions. Men make the crowd that devours 
them with their eyes and showers them with comments. 
Among them are some of the characters of this story, as 
well as future love interests.

ANICA
 Look at the men loitering on the steps…
TAŠANA
 And smoking!
ANICA
 Leering at the people walking by.
TAŠANA
 Leering at us. Or those slabs of hooked meat…
ANICA
 Those bloody butcher’s hooks decorated with stale 

innards and livers.
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TAŠANA

 Bought only by gypsies or the destitute.

 (Commenting on Anica)

 And she’s, like she’s afraid of something, the spacious-
ness of the open road, of the world, of the people that 
walk along the road.

ANICA (of Tašana)

 She’s a bit raucous walking along the well-known 
streets. Going past the gates and side steps, the low 
houses, long brick walls… She stops when it’s time to 
walk through the square and go into her street. 

MEN

 (of Anica) Look at how her face has reddened. Fright-
ened. All in flames!

 (of Tašana) She’s bursting out of her dress.

 (of Anica) She’s bowing her head! She’s ashamed!

 (of Tašana) Look at her chest heaving, overflowing 
from the dress!

 (of Anica) You can barely see her eyes and mouth!

 (of Tašana) Her chest is bursting, you can see them…

 (of Anica) Why are you afraid?

 (of Tašana) Look at that!

 (of Anica) Look at her, she’s all frightened!

ITA

 She’s Mita’s. Mita, the guy that left last year. She was 
his homemaker!

MAN

 Anica, come round tomorrow, in the morning, at the 
crack of dawn, and I’ll give you some sausage, eh! Go 
on, then! Don’t keep your mum waiting!

MAN NO. 2

 Tašana, come here, let daddy give you some sausage!

 Here both Tašana and Anica recognise themselves in the 
men’s eyes.

ANICA (anxiously, on the street)

 You can’t do anything because of these peasants and 
market day. Drunkards, some on horseback, standing 
around, blocking the way for decent people, drinking 
shots with their horses in front of the watering holes. 
And then they move along, in a noisy, loud and dusty 
crowd.

TAŠANA (on Anica)

 She waits for the crowd to move on, and then she 
moves swiftly across the square to her street. As soon 
as she reaches her street, she runs home.

MEN

 A strong woman is alone in her heart and in her soul, 
she doesn’t ask for anyone’s understanding or help.

 Yes, a strong woman lives on through her past, but is 
still strong in the present.

 A strong woman rejoices only in her memories and 
still walks bravely towards the future.

 Believe me, a strong woman is the one that pain has 
made beautiful.

 One whose nostrils hold the scent of cigarettes and 
blood, that still smells of fresh roses.

 One that caresses you with her eyes filled with yes-
terday’s tears, or the day before, or since who knows 
when…

 And you can’t even see them, only sense them… And 
you do not dare ask why they were shed…

 The one whose touch is still silken, even after all the 
roughness she’s handled and the roughness that marred 
her.

 A strong woman never lost her femininity, despite life’s 
blows and the struggles that she had to fight “like a 
man”.

 A strong woman hasn’t lost faith in love or in people, 
despite the fact that the people whom she trusted and 
loved the most, failed her.
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 A strong woman, even having endured the worst, still 
hopes for the best.

 A strong woman has died countless times and still 
strives for renewal… waiting ever patiently… for her 
dreams to come true.

ANICA

 I’ll never leave the house again!

TAŠANA

 I wish I never had to go home!

 Tašana walks with her head held high. Men leer at her. 
They whistle. She loves it. She goads them on. She’s free. 
Anica, ashamed and insecure, barely manages to go 
through them.

WHAT’S AN ABANDONED WOMAN TO DO?

ANICA

 It’s difficult to deal with insecurities and fears and 
become a strong woman.

TAŠANA

 We’re more than the sum of our mistakes or things that 
we failed to do throughout our lives. We’re worth as 
much as we try to deal with things that drag us down. 
And we must substitute them for things that give us 
strength.

ANICA

 Take what you want, without harming anyone else.

TAŠANA

 Be courteous, but not overly so.

ANICA

 You are not obligated to talk to strangers.

TAŠANA

 But if they’re cute, why not?

ANICA
 Try to be patient even if you’re incredibly impatient. 
TAŠANA
 Don’t let impending future bring you distress.
ANICA
 Say “no” when you want to say “no”. That’s your pre-

rogative.
TAŠANA
 You can be embarrassed by all the silly things you 

might have done in the past, but don’t be too hard on 
yourself.

ANICA
 It’s ok to regret things that you’ve missed. Keep your 

home neat and tidy. You’ll feel better and you’ll treat 
yourself better.

TAŠANA
 Exercise, eat a healthy diet, dress nicely.
ANICA
 Create a home filled with warmth.
TAŠANA
 Be strong.
ANICA
 It’s ok to feel lonely.
TAŠANA
 You might’ve made some mistakes, but that doesn’t 

make you a bad person.

* * *
ANICA
 Recovery lasts a long time, but progress is evident.
TAŠANA
 I’m afraid to admit it, but I think I’ve almost regained 

my strength.
ANICA
 I read that forty days is the optimal timeframe needed 

to pass the grieving stage, after a breakup and after 
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death. Only then can a person adapt. That’s exactly 
how I feel.

TAŠANA
 I still have a bitter aftertaste from everything that’s 

happened. Every day, I try to do something nice for 
myself and I manage, which means that I’m getting 
over it…

COURTSHIP No. 1  
– an overture for a new love

 Anica, trapped by memories of her former husband, is 
boring Ita as he sits next to her, tortured by love.

 Tašana, keen for some new event, finds she likes Miron 
the monk.

ITA
 Here… I brought you some fresh meat. Didn’t 

want someone to buy it…
 They sit down and look at each other in silence for a 

long time.
ANICA

 Lamb… lamb was his favourite. Just think…
MIRON
 You called.
TAŠANA
 I called you many times.
MIRON
 So. I don’t have much time. I have to go.
TAŠANA
 Look at you, just like the other one, he also “had to go”…

ANICA
 I remember a holiday with my brothers and oth-

er guests, and seeing a man with chiselled fea-
tures and well-dressed. Two days later, others 

came without that man, and drank long into the 
night with my brothers. My mother began crying 

after leaving the room and my brothers forbade 
me from being seen on the street, although I was 

hardly going about even then. Ever since that 
moment, I began preparations, sowing, weav-
ing carpets and other dowry. That’s when you 

stopped buying smuggled goods from my broth-
ers, and you stopped dropping by…

 Miron stands before Tašana. A modest, tattered monk. 
She’s rambunctious.

TAŠANA
 Stay. Stay. If you hadn’t been there, I would’ve died 

or who knows what I might’ve done to myself or the 
children, out of fear and solitude. I beg of you, come 
every day. For I must say, everything to come, every 
time I might be joyous, cheerful or every time the air 
or sleep might be sweet, should you not come, all this 
would feel sinful.

MIRON
 Do not fret! Don’t be afraid, live on and be healthy 

and cheerful, I’ll take care of everything else.

TAŠANA
 I’m embarrassed, but I have to tell you. You don’t 

seem as frightening to me now. Only now can I see 
from your face and voice what I seem to have forgot-
ten completely. I can see the neighbour that used to 
hide and throw things at me from the garden. Don’t 
chastise me and don’t be mad. When my brother Ita 
slaughtered some lambs last night, I remembered how 
you and I used to roast the kidneys and livers and eat 
them in hiding. So I had them made for you.

MIRON
 Tašana, why?

TAŠANA
 You can’t refuse. You’ve no idea how happy I was last 

night for remembering it.
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MIRON

 I don’t eat such things.

TAŠANA

 I won’t take no for an answer.

 Tašana smiles seductively.

ANICA

 Of that man, my husband, I’d heard that he was 
from the best part of town, that he didn’t work 
in a shop, but from his home. Like your butch-
er’s shop. And I’d heard that he used to travel 
when he was younger, that he worked abroad, 

returned, and married twice. They say that both 
his wives died, so when he wanted to take a third 
wife, they offered him a widow or a servant from 

a rich family… And he, as if to spite them, rose 
up, came own here and proposed to me… Me!

TAŠANA

 You have to do this for me. You have to, even if you 
only take one bite. I was so happy thinking of how I 
was going to surprise you and bring you joy. Mother 
told me everything. I was so mad…

MIRON

 Why?

TAŠANA

 Because she said that you used to love me and that 
you left because of me. And became a monk.

MIRON

 Never mind that.

TAŠANA

 I attacked her. Why hadn’t she said anything, if not 
later on, then while I was still a girl. She knew how 
much you loved me, and she knew that I never men-
tioned you.

 Ita rises and paces around nervously while Anica 
bemoans.

ANICA

 I knew nothing until the wedding itself. We got 
married. The ceremony was modest, appropriate 
for a widowed husband, like any other widower’s 

wedding. But it was good, nonetheless. There 
were musicians. I could feel everyone staring at 
me. The music was soft, the day was warm. For 

the first time, I felt beautiful, young. I began 
shaking from joy, feeling on the cusp of what I 

had been waiting for…

 The words cut Ita like a knife.

TAŠANA

 Come and eat!

MIRON

 No. In the evening, when it’s dark, and a man is alone, 
he becomes freer and more prone to eating, drink-
ing, giving way to happiness and savour. And if this 
dish of yours were before me now, and a glass of fine 
wine… If I were to get drunk and stuffed on such a 
night, the feelings, desires and memories would sure-
ly overpower me. So much so, that it would tear and 
destroy everything about me: my reason, my name, 
my dignity. I might commit some folly that I could not 
repent for as long as I live. I might forget everything, 
and come in the night, hiding in silence, and come to 
you. Here, in front of your house, concealed in some 
corner, I might stare through your window all night, 
waiting to spot your passing shadow… None of your 
dishes, and none of your dink…

 Ita stares at Anica nervously, desperately in love. He 
lies next to her, as if he were dead.

ANICA
 When night came, I trembled when I saw my 

husband. That was the first time I truly saw 
him. In the night, at candlelight, he cut an even 

sharper, angular image, bony face, with broad 
sunken shoulders. His eyes were black, his neck 
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was long and strong, with great bulging veins, 
probably from a recent shave. He was angry, 
frowning. My heart stopped. It was cold. On-

ly my temples were sweating, and my hot breath 
wetted my upper lip. I was, all at once, tight, un-

comfortable and stressed. I felt as if I was cor-
nered from all sides, surrounded.

TAŠANA
 My God, you loved me that much? I hurt you so much?
MIRON
 Leave off! What’s done is done. I’m not grieving still, 

I’m happy that it led me to become a monk. I’m begin-
ning to feel my age. My soul is old. A soul that suffers 
early and learns everything also learns how to protect 
itself early on. When a soul is fed up with knowledge 
that early, it becomes solitary, old. But why am I tell-
ing you this?

 Ita rises and sits next to Anica. He looks as if he’d love to 
stop her from talking, maybe he does just that, but she’s 
still talking.

ANICA
 When the groom came in… When we made the bed in 

the bedroom… When the last strap on my brassiere 
broke and my breasts were bared, I felt the touch of 
my husband’s bony flesh next to mine… I tried in vain 
to wiggle from his arms, I fell and mashed my face 
into my hair, and suffered through it, crying.

TAŠANA
 Continue!
MIRON 
 You’ve no idea what it’s like to be old not in body, 

but in soul. Knowing in advance that you’ll be alone 
forever. For I was alone even in the monastery, and I 
knew I’d be even more alone among you.

TAŠANA
 Is it so difficult? We all envy you because you’ve risen 

so high, and the whole town respects you so much.

MIRON

 Yes. Everyone respects me. The worst human emotion, 
respect. It’s the coldest, most difficult emotion. To 
respect someone means that that someone is already 
better than you are. How would it feel to know that I 
am always loved? Not loved for my respect, but loved 
as a man! For someone to love my face, my hair, and 
care for it. If I’m on the road, to be sorry that I’m cold 
in a blizzard or rain. To feel sorry for my trembling 
hand. To be sorry for my heart that senses death. I 
would love for someone to mourn for me so, love me 
so, keep me so.

ANICA

 Then… I don’t remember anything, until I woke 
up and jumped at dawn. He was next to me, my 
husband Mita, mouth almost open, his tangled 

moustache making it look as if he had no teeth. 
In a knot, with sunken shoulders and dry, strong 

hands, salt & pepper hair…

TAŠANA

 I’m sorry for you! Whenever you want, at any time 
you like, just come! I know pain and solitude, waste-
land, what it’s like when a man is a prisoner alone. If 
my hand can do you good and soothe your pain, come 
and sit, for as long as you wish. Hold my hand. Hold 
it, for as long as you like!

MIRON

 I love this more than anything else I’ve accomplished.

 Tašana and Miron are in in a passionate embrace. Sex. 
Anica and Ita look at each other for a long time. Ita would 
like to kiss her, hold her, have her… But she has no un-
derstanding or awareness to abandon her suffering path.

ANICA

 He was sleeping next to me. I shook all over. 
He looked so, so… and it was still the crack of 
dawn, becoming clearer, and the smell of new 
furniture, the odour… half naked, with bruis-
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es an shattered body, him next to me, bent over, 
bony, next to me, touching me… I could feel his 

breath… I jumped up. Stumbling, I put on a coat 
and left.

ITA
 It’s horrible. That bastard. But, you’re free now.

ANICA
 He’s not a bastard, don’t say that. Mita was kind 

to me, he had feelings for me that I never felt 
with anyone else. He cared for me.

ITA
 But…

ANICA
 Trust me.

ITA
 I don’t know. I know that this can’t go on. I 

can’t, at least. Since this calamity happened, I 
come round regularly, and days and nights are 

the same. I can’t stand it any longer, Anica. I 
worry that he might return any minute. 

ANICA
 You think he’ll come back?

ITA
 Hey, leave off! That time has passed! What am I 

to do? I can’t go on alone either.

 Anica steps forth first to begin her commentary.

 Tašana joins her, reluctantly interrupting her lovemak-
ing.

SOLIDARITY

ANICA
 I feel some kind of insecurity when talking to others, 

but that’s normal… not enough time has passed. That 
will pass as well.

TAŠANA
 I’m slowly coming round to the idea of getting to know 

people. The most important thing is that I’ve stopped 
obsessing over memories.

T’S MOTHER
 The best cure for loneliness is a dog. 

TAŠANA
 I have all the time in the world for myself. I don’t 

like having to report to anyone, but solitude makes 
me passive and depressed, in a low mood. I like mess, 
adrenaline, I like to see things happening, I like ex-
hilaration. I’m a hedonist, I love pleasing myself and 
enjoying beautiful things, but it’s very difficult to 
find new company these days. Everyone is down, de-
pressed, apathetic, in a foul mood or filled with black 
thoughts that I don’t like at all.

A’S MOTHER
 There’s nothing more difficult than loneliness! You 

can’t be a bad person for wanting to be loved, that’s 
what every living being desires. Get moving, know 
yourself! Push forwards! Go out and get to know the 
world.

ANICA
 Still, I can feel things are changing. I can feel it going 

away, and feeling better.

TAŠANA
 Still, I feel better. I’m finding ways of overcoming this 

state.
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COURTSHIP No. 2 – Ritual Seduction

 Tašana seeks her fortunes in Saroš’s arms. Šaroš is drunk.

 Anica tries to correct her mistake and finally be 
with Ita. Ita is drunk. 

 Night.

TAŠANA

 What is it? What happened tonight? At it again? Again? 
Are you drunk? 

SAROŠ

 No.

TAŠANA

 You’re all flaky. Just don’t speak nonsense to me again. 
Like he did. He used to come round drunk as well.

SAROŠ

 May I?

TAŠANA

 It’s a wonder you came at all at this hour!

SAROŠ

 I shouldn’t have come at all.

TAŠANA

 What?!

SAROŠ

 Lately I’ve witnessed half the town drop by. Hadži 
Rista and that monk are going down the square.

TAŠANA

 You’re jealous?

SAROŠ

 Even if I did mind, who am I? A foreigner! An infidel! 
Why are you looking at me like that?

TAŠANA

 I’m looking! There! Why does that bother you? You’ve 
no right being upset! Ever since I’ve been alone…

SAROŠ
 Since you’ve been alone, I haven’t been by.

TAŠANA
 Well I’m all better now.

ANICA
 I could see you from a distance. I know you’re 

coming from the pub. I heard you ordering mu-
sicians what to play.

ITA
 Yes… Why the long face?

ANICA
 I’m alright.

ITA
 That bastard.

ANICA
 Leave off.

ITA
 I’m happy! Why shouldn’t I be? Do you want 

me to sing you a song? When you got married, I 
never thought I’d ever be back or see you again. 
I wanted nothing but good fortune for you both. 

Great, good luck. Especially you. That’s what 
I thought. And he, he was already fortunate. 

That’s what I was thinking.

ANICA
 And nothing came of it. Nothing ever came of it.

SAROŠ
 Now that you’ve stopped grieving, and people start-

ed coming round for meals… That’s why I came. You 
can’t think of me that way!

TAŠANA
 I can and I do! It’s the truth! I might have died or end-

ed my life, killed myself without you so much as peek-
ing in to see me. If not to console me, then at least to 
take pity on me and see how I’m doing. To see Tašana 
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that you once said was like a sister to you, that cared 
for you like a brother when you came round with her 
ex.

SAROŠ

 You’re right. It’s true. It’s my fault.

 She opens her robe and uncovers her body. 

ANICA

 And I worked so much, cleaning, setting the 
table, trying to please my husband. I did 

everything the way he liked, not out of love, but 
for fear of giving him a reason to scold me. I was 

so diligent, almost madly invested in my house-
work… I found some solace in that. And seeing 
you now, standing there, drunk, humming that 

song… You look so much like him, drunkenly 
humming.

 Ita can no longer stand her fixating on her ruined 
marriage and her complaints. He moves in to kiss 

her, and she steps back, unsure of what to do.

ANICA

 My husband was clean, neat, punctual, and 
somewhat strange. He looked like a man who 

had lived through a lot and retreated from life in 
disappointment and dejection. He looked calm, 
and was always calm and quiet. And then, he’d 

rise up in a flash and be ready for anything. As if 
he never respected anyone, least of all his wife. 
It was as if I was not his wife at all, as if I were 

not of age, like some child… that’s how he treat-
ed me… I had to check with him for everything.

SAROŠ

 Cover up! Someone might come round and see you!

TAŠANA

 I won’t hide before you. I never used to.

SAROŠ

 It was different then, and you were different!

TAŠANA
 No, it wasn’t. I was always the same with you. And 

now I’ve even less reason to fear you, hide from you, 
or be ashamed.

SAROŠ
 Why step back?

TAŠANA
 What’s that?

SAROŠ
 You can full well see what that is! I didn’t come round 

because I loved you, because I still love you!

TAŠANA
 Have you lost your mind? I’m not like the others.

SAROŠ
 That’s the worst of all. You are Tašana, the likes of 

which I’ve never seen before. The Tašana that’s in my 
blood, embedded in my brain!

TAŠANA
 Be quiet! That’s what my husband used to say, that I 

was in his blood, and look where that got him.

SAROŠ
 I lie sick and think of how much easier it would be if 

you cared for me. I know that the pain and headache 
would pass if I were resting on your lap.

ITA
 Where’s the wine and food? Anica! Let’s have 

some song and music. Our music… When you 
went to get married for that old man. The pro-
cession ahead, groom in the back, and gypsies 
behind him. Singing and playing to cheer him 

up, playing so well, tearing at the heartstrings. 
That’s what my music would be like if I were ev-

er to get married. Never to go to the green gar-
den, never to gaze at the moon, never to wait for 
my loved one, just to caress her! To bury this ev-

erlasting youth! Let’s sing…
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 Ita sings

ANICA

 Go away.

ITA

 I don’t want to. I want to listen to you.

ANICA

 Have you sobered up?

ITA

 I’m not drunk.

ANICA

 Why are your hands shaking?

TAŠANA

 I’m in pain. I’m tired.

SAROŠ

 Rest, rest! Here, lean on me. Don’t worry. Lean on me. 
Let one pour soul lean on another.

TAŠANA

 That’s what he used to say.

 Tašana and Saroš are in a passionate embrace, they cud-
dle and everything leads to sex.

 Anica is nervous and wants to leave. She’s fright-
ened by her proximity to Ita and of his intentions.

ITA

 Anica… Where are you going? You aren’t afraid, 
re you?

TAŠANA

 Where are you going? Saroš?

ANICA

 No… But… Should I go? They’re waiting for me.

SAROŠ

 I’m going. They’re waiting for me.

 Saroš departs. Tašana is in shock.

 Ita suddenly stands in front of Anica.

ITA
 Anica…

ANICA
 What?

ITA
 I don’t want to return again tonight and see you.
 He stretches out his hand.

ANICA
 Why? Are you mad?
 Anica comes closer to kiss him.

ITA
 I can see you’re hurting. It’s not going away. 

I can’t stand to watch you suffer. It’s like you 
can’t wait to be left alone…

TAŠANA
 You can see that my pain is going away.

ANICA
 It’s going away…

RECOVERING FROM DEPRESSION

T’S MOTHER
 How’s she supposed to look at either one, Miron 

or Saroš, smile, or cry in their embrace, if every 
time and at every step there looms the shadow 
of her former man. Now she’s alone, no longer 
what she was, the Tašana who used to be, she’s 
been abandoned… A divorcee! How is she sup-

posed to accept a man and hold him as her own? 
Perhaps a man might feel that she’s no longer 

pure when he holds and kisses her… she came to 
him already kissed and caressed.

TAŠANA
 Go now, find Saroš!
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T’S MOTHER
 He’s gone!
TAŠANA
 He’s gone! Ran away and left me! Give me some poi-

son!
T’S MOTHER
 Oh, so you lay with him, did you? I won’t give you an-

ything! Now I, your mother, will strike a deadly blow 
across the breast he has befouled!

 Tašana goes to her room.
T’S MOTHER
 Oh, my home, who did befoul you?!
 And who has darkened your face?!
 Who dared sully this room with infidelity, here, where 

priests congressed?!
 Tašana! Tašana! That village bitch! What have I raised, 

what have I bred?!
 You’ve sullied my good name so!

A’S MOTHER
 Anica, guess what, daughter! The town is already 

speaking of your matrimony, there are suitors.
ANICA

 Who’s going to want me?!
A’S MOTHER

 Nedeljko! He just opened a grocer’s! You know 
where it s.

ANCA
 I don’t want him! I want Ita, if he’s willing.

A’S MOTHER
 Why not? What’s wrong with Nedeljko? You 

don’t want to be wealthy? For once, to relieve 
your mother of worries, to end my fears, so that 

when I go to your brothers’ and eat something 
tasty I don’t choke on it for fear that you might 

not have a loaf of bread to eat! If you don’t want 
him, tell me why!

ANICA
 I want Ita!

 Anica wilts.

A’S MOTHER
 Sometimes she gets carried away by dark 

thoughts and is beside herself for the entire day. 
And yet, when she comes to and sees me, she 

still drives me away. She never let me stay with 
her at night. She likes being alone and lying like 

a corpse all night, in her determination not to 
marry Nedeljko.

ANICA
 How am I supposed to even look at Ita, smile 

at him, cry for joy when I hug him when my ex 
would immediately, instantly come between us… 

now I’m alone, I’m not the former Anica, and 
Ita… he’s still Ita.

A’S MOTHER
 Sometimes, it’s so strong that she jumps out of 

fear and, completely besides herself, without 
a clue as to what she’s doing, she rushes to the 
windows and bars and begins to tug at them, as 

if to tear them all out and escape.

ANICA
 I want Ita!

 Anica becomes silent.

A’S MOTHER
 What’s the matter Anica? Someone scared you?

ANICA
 Nothing!

A’S MOTHER
 What do you mean, nothing? Don’t be scared. 

There’s nothing there. Come on, get married! To 
Nedeljko! Leave this house!

 Anica remains silent. Alone. She’s still not Ita’s and 
will never be his.
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 Tašana and Hadži Rista.

HADŽI RISTA
 Hello! Hello! Where are your children? I want to kiss 

them and give them gifts, as customary. How’s things? 
Good? And the kids, healthy?

TAŠANA
 Yes.

HADŽI RISTA
 That’s the most important thing. The estate, the peas-

ants, servants? Following orders?

TAŠANA
 Yes.

HADŽI RISTA
 I see they’re already bringing in corn. Did they bring 

in everything that they picked on the properties?

TAŠANA
 I don’t know.

HADŽI RISTA
 You have to know, daughter! In the past, they brought 

in a hundred, two hundred wagons… It’s much less 
now.

TAŠANA
 I don’t know. Only my husband knew.

HADŽI RISTA
 Someone must know these things, to make sure that 

there’s no shortage, that the peasants don’t steal, be-
cause we can’t have shortages. So how are you Taša-
na?

TAŠANA
 I’m well.

HADŽI RISTA
 Is this the brandy I’m drinking?

TAŠANA
 Yes, it’s that one.

HADŽI RISTA

 I’ll be coming by every day to see what they bring in 
and how they stack the barns. We don’t want them to 
think that they can do whatever they want now that 
the master is no longer here. You know that every 
Saturday I make sure to at least visit you and the chil-
dren. You do know that I made a pledge to your for-
mer master and my brother when he left, don’t you?

TAŠANA

 I know.

HADŽI RISTA

 Since you know…

 Tašana sees that Rista is propositioning her. She doesn’t 
find him particularly attractive, but a man is a man.

HADŽI RISTA

 Oh, sacred home, who did befoul you?! And who has 
darkened your face?! Who dared sully this room with 
infidelity, here, where priests congressed?!

TAŠANA

 Me!

HADŽI RISTA

 You befouled this, our sacred house?!

TAŠANA

 Not with mere infidelity, but with a monk!

 Hadži Rista knows this already, but feigns interest – in 
reality, the whole situation is firing him up.

TAŠANA

 I’m in pain.

HADŽI RISTA

 We’ll make it all better.

 Tašana stands. Hadži Rista fucks her. She’s indifferent.

ANICA

 There’s nothing here for me. 

 I’m fine.
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TAŠANA

 I’ll be fine. I don’t care. I’ll get over this too. I’m fine.

ANICA

 If we’re being rational, it’s obvious that I’ve 
overcome certain things. Learnt my lesson. And 

I really do feel better, having realised and ac-
cepted everything.

TAŠANA

 I’ve accepted reality.

GIRLFRIENDS

 Anica and Tašana face each other. Now they’re alone.

ANICA

 Do you remember how much we loved each other 
when we were little?

TAŠANA

 I remember. We promised each other that the one who 
lives longer would prepare and dress the dead one. 

ANICA

 The one who lives longer would prepare and dress the 
dead one. 

 Pause.

TAŠANA

 To be alone, and not to be yourself. Like me? When 
have I ever been myself?

ANICA

 Never your own, always someone else’s!

TAŠANA

 Another’s. Exactly. While a girl, I was Tašana, the 
beautiful daughter of master Mladen. When married, 
not even my husband’s wife, but Tašana, the daugh-

ter-in-law of Hadži Stevan. When I was being kissed 
and held, I was still not Tašana, but an everywoman.

ANICA

 But he was the one who bent over, took me and car-
ried me inside, introduced me to the order of things… 
A wife, people! He gave me not only his name, but 
something more, something stronger…

TAŠANA

 A man gave me some sense of determinacy. 

ANICA

 He was there and I was his. When he left, I was still 
his.

TAŠANA

 He was there because I was his. Even when he left, I 
was still his. Eh… Sometimes I would succumb and 
give myself to others. I’d let my breasts, my strength 
team, take me over, and allow me to be overwhelmed 
by whatever is outside the house, outside the walls, 
another, new life.

 That life was Miron!

 That life was Saroš!

ANICA

 That life was Ita!

 Always the same, like some punishment – amid all 
that sweet and heavy dreaming of happiness, my ex 
would appear.
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EPILOGUE

ANICA
 This is for you, my dear,

 If you’re feeling lonely, if you’re alone, struggling to 
get through the day. This is for you that looks like a 
lioness on the outside, strong and powerful, but are 
frail and weak on the inside.

TAŠANA
 This is for you, dear, you who never gives up. This is 

for those that fight like hell, regardless of what life 
brings.

ANICA
 This is for the woman who screams “try me” instead 

of whispering “why me”. This is for a brave woman 
that isn’t always daring.

TAŠANA
 This is for the women who smile during the day and 

cry before falling asleep.

ANICA
 This is for the woman that feels unloved and unat-

tractive.

 For you who gave so much and are left with a shat-
tered heart.

TAŠANA
 For a woman that lives her life through quotes, cling-

ing to anything that helps to feel less lonely. For a 
woman that can do everything on her own.

ANICA

 This is for you, the one that just can’t win, that tries 
and tries, and ends up getting hurt.

TAŠANA

 For the independent and strong woman.

ANICA

 For the one that always speaks her mind and isn’t 
afraid to stand up for herself.

TAŠANA

 This is for those that know the feeling of being com-
pletely destroyed by another human being. For wom-
en that were emotionally killed and who, in the end, 
managed to find love for those that let them down.

ANICA

 This is so that you’ll know you’re not worthless, that 
you exist for a purpose. You exist because someone 
will always regard you as his everything. To remind 
you that you are enough, that you are wonderful and 
smart, good enough to achieve everything you desire.

ANICA

 You’re not alone –

TAŠANA

 And you’ll never be alone –

ANICA

 I’m here.

TAŠANA

 And so am I.

THE END
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